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Chapter I

Pastoral Project Proposal

A. Identification and description of pastoral concern to be addressed
According to the Constitutions of the Sisters of Providence, “Each sister sets aside
annually five or more consecutive days for retreat in order to give herself completely to prayer
and to that union with God to which she is called.

In silence and solitude ... she listens to the

Spirit speaking to her heart and responds in faith, accepting God’s action in her life” (Article 34).
Sisters of Providence generally take this directive very seriously and are faithful to this
yearly exercise.

The pastoral concern I wish to address is the challenge presented in fulfilling

this directive for the sister who resides either in Lourdes or Karcher Hall, health care facilities,
at Saint Mary-of-the-Woods, the motherhouse of the Sisters of Providence.

In speaking of sisters

in health care in the context of making an annual retreat, I am including only those sisters who
are physically and mentally able to engage in the activities of a retreat tailored to their needs.
B. Description of the cultural dimensions of the pastoral context of the problem
Historically, from 1841 until well into the 1960’s, making one’s annual retreat meant
returning during the summer to the motherhouse for an eight day preached retreat in one of the
several chapels.

For almost the same number of years, a Jesuit priest preached the retreat. After

the changes following the Second Vatican Council, alternatives for making one’s annual retreat
were permitted.

Sisters on the missions, as well as a few at Saint Mary-of-the-Woods, began to

go to retreat centers to make directed retreats; some made guided retreats, while still others made

a private retreat. Until very recently, preached retreats were still the only type offered at the
motherhouse, but presenters other than Jesuits have been engaged, as well as Sisters of
Providence, other women religious and lay women.

In the past two years, the offerings have

expanded still further to include other choices, specifically directed or guided retreats.
A very limited number of sisters in health care can or have the desire to avail themselves
of the directed or guided retreat option.

These kinds of retreat experiences are foreign to most of

the elders in health care and their preference seems to be for a preached retreat given in the
Church of the Immaculate Conception, although this project will test that assumption.

Through

the marvel of closed circuit television, the retreat given in the Church of the Immaculate
Conception has been connected to the individual rooms in health care. Thus, it is quite easy for
the infirmary to be “plugged in” to whatever retreat is being preached in the Church.

Common

practice has continued through the years to have the sisters residing in health care “make their
retreat” by this means.
Economically, this is certainly time and cost-effective, as an additional 75 to 100
retreatants can be added to the preached retreat roster without anything additionally being done.
Sociologically and psychologically, I do not feel the present system is the best approach. The
preached retreat offered in the Church follows a schedule conducive to the active-retired
residents of Owens and Providence Halls, which usually means an early morning conference, the
very time when health care residents are being attended to for baths or showers, getting dressed,
and having their rooms cleaned, etc. The themes or topics explored in the retreat in the Church
may or may not be particularly relevant to a resident in health care. Those making the retreat in
the Church usually have the option of a conference with the retreat presenter.

To my knowledge,

no attempt is made by the retreat director to visit with the residents in health care. This is not a
criticism; the numbers involved would make it a highly daunting task.
I feel that a resident in health care is dealing with a different set of concerns than the
well-elderly and that a retreat specifically for them might very well include topics that would
more directly address those concerns.
and have very few choices.
than are the well—elderly.

Most of the residents in health care are limited in mobility

They are dealing with problems of diminishment to a greater degree
Many have serious health problems and many have been in health care

for a number of years.
C. Significance of this concern for pastoral ministry
Given all of the above, I propose as my pastoral project the development and
presentation of a retreat designed specifically for the sisters who reside in the health care
facilities at Karcher and Lourdes Halls at Saint Mary-of-the-Woods.

Although many other

concerns have been addressed in health care in recent years, the consideration of a special retreat

seems an omission that needs attention.

I believe this is a significant concern for pastoral

ministry because it conveys to sisters residing in health care facilities that they and their spiritual
well-being are important enough to warrant their own retreat and retreat director. In a sense, it is
counter-cultural because our U. S. American culture so often fosters among infirm and
incapacitated elders feelings of unimportance and of being cast aside, while it canonizes activity
and productivity.

I will also emphasize in the context of the retreat the gift that the ill and elderly

are to the Congregation and how much they offer and teach the rest of us by their very presence.
D. Plan of Action for pastoral response
Stated as a goal with objectives and an implementation design, the project developed as
follows:
Goal: To design and execute a retreat for sisters residing in Lourdes and Karcher Halls,
health care facilities at Saint Mary-of-the-Woods, Indiana, the motherhouse of the Sisters of

Providence.
Objectives:
e

To prepare retreat material which will address the unique needs of the sisters residing
in health care facilities.
To develop a retreat that will be compatible with the overall schedule and required
program in the health care facilities, e.g., dispensing of medication, serving of meals,
personal care, housecleaning routine, etc.

Implementation design:
e

To meet with the director of Congregation Campus Services and the administrator of
health care to gain their approval for the retreat, as well as their ideas and insights.

e

To meet with the pastoral care team in health care to hear their insights and
suggestions regarding the feasibility of a separate retreat for sisters residing in health
care.
To have meetings with small groups of sisters residing in health care to reflect
together on the annual retreat using the Tri-Polar Method of theological reflection. I

will use Scripture and articles from the Constitutions; discuss with them their
personal experience of past annual retreats offered from the Church of the Immaculate
Conceptiuon; and examine the realities that have to be dealt with in the “culture” of
the infirmary situation in order to do something differently.

These meetings will also

include reflection on their inner, spiritual experiences and those things with which
they struggle or for which they long.
To use the input from the small group meetings, professional readings, my own
experiences and other appropriate resources to design the retreat.
To present a five-day retreat to the sisters residing in health care.
To evaluate the experience.
evaluation.

I will ask each resident to respond to a short written

In addition, I will meet with a small group of residents for theological

reflection on the experience to see if the issues of content, scheduling and format,

which surfaced during the small group meetings prior to the retreat, had been
addressed.

I will also reflect with them on the evaluation of the experience itself.

The evaluation process will also include my own theological reflection.
The time line for the development of the project follows:
June 1999

Meet with the director of Congregation Campus Services, the health care
administrator, and the pastoral care team for their insights on giving the
retreat.

July 1999

Conduct small group meetings with sisters residing in health care.

Aug. — Dec.
1999

Read various books and articles related to the content and design of the
retreat.

Jan. — Mar.
2000

Develop the retreat theme and daily conference topics.
Prepare a Retreat Reflection Booklet.

Write conferences.

Attend to details, e.g., equipment

and logistics of videotaping, prayer environment, selection of nature
videos, etc.
Mar. 2000

Presentation of the retreat March 27 - 31, 2000.

April 2000

Submission of Pastoral Project

Chapter II.

Theological Reflection in the planning stage and implementation stage

A. Meetings and other contacts to determine possible themes and logistics for the retreat
In early June 1999 I spoke with the director of Congregation Campus Services and with
the administrator of Health Care and received approval for the idea of giving a retreat for the
sisters who reside in the health care facilities. Both thought the idea was a good one and
indicated no particular boundaries in terms of time of year or times during the day to offer the
retreat or retreat sessions.

I also met with the co-directors of pastoral care in the infirmary and

with the local coordinator of health care.

The idea of the retreat was very positively received.

Discussion included how best to communicate with the sisters in order to obtain their insights
and desires relative to the retreat and what particular aspects would be well to cover in the small
group meetings with the sisters. They suggested I send a letter to the sisters and ask them to
meet in small groups to discuss the retreat.
This pastoral care group suggested the following particular topics:
e

Loneliness/Guilt in the midst of plenty: They indicated that sisters often speak to them about
how grateful they are for all that is done for them and for all the benefits that are theirs
because they reside in health care. Then why should they feel lonely? And such feelings of
loneliness create additional feelings of guilt — “I should not feel this way because I have so
much!”
Diminishment and Loss: Sisters often comment on their decreasing energies and the fact that
“health concerns seem just to keep multiplying.”

They also mourn the loss of family

members and peers, adding to their feelings of loneliness.
On July 13, five small group meetings were conducted with the Sisters who reside in
health care.

Sisters had been invited by means of a letter to attend the meeting most convenient

for them (Appendix A—1).

The letter was sent only to those sisters who would be capable of

understanding the content of a retreat and thus capable of participating in it. The local
coordinator in health care identified the sisters for me.

meetings and an additional four sent a written response.

Of the 65 sisters invited, 29 attended the

The responses to the questions proposed in the letter were both practical and reflective.
On the practical side, there was a strong consensus for the following:
e

two talks a day of not more than 20 minutes in length;
the best morning time for the retreat conference was suggested as 10:00 a.m.;
fall or spring, but not during Holy Week (the week, interestingly enough, when the retreat in
the Church has been given the last several years);
Monday through Friday, as opposed to including the weekend when nursing staff is often not
at full strength;
Closed-circuit television was preferred for the presentation of conferences as this enabled
each resident to use the volume she needed/ear phones, etc., and to participate in the familiar
surroundings of her bedroom with easy access to the lavatory, if needed.
Opinions about the best time for the afternoon talk were divided between 2:30 and 4:00

p.m., with no strong preference, except to avoid the time of nurses’ shift change (between 3:00
and 3:30).

Most indicated that an outline or some “reflection helps” of a written nature would be

appreciated.
The more reflective aspects of the meetings centered on the sisters’ needs regarding
specific topics or themes.

There were two responses which did not seem to peak anyone’s

interest other then the person who suggested them: issues in the Church today and the salvation
of souls. An interesting response happened in two of the five groups when someone suggested
themes from Scripture — another sister came right back with “no.” (I later spoke to each of those
sisters and tried to clarify their negative response to the use of Scripture.

Each one indicated that

while she “liked Scripture,” she just felt inadequate to reflect on it and “get anything out of it.”
They indicated that they really struggled when a main part of a retreat was devoted to a list of
Scripture references that they were supposed to “pray over.” I decided that it was their feeling of
inadequacy which prompted the response.)
Themes which evoked some interest generally were: prayer and how one uses prayer “to
get closer to God as one ages;” Providence spirituality; the Holy Spirit; living in the present

moment and “just for today;” gratitude; dealing with limitations; parables of healing; the
indwelling of God and God’s eternal presence; ways and means to remain “alive inside” when
the physical self deteriorates; suffering, death and dying.

One sister expressed the desire that the

retreat include “an holistic approach.”
While the sisters generally were not extremely talkative, I felt that the topics they
surfaced confirmed my own belief that a special retreat for sisters residing in health care was
needed.

It was obvious from their comments that these sisters struggle with a different set of

concerns than the well-elderly, and that they yearn to know their God in the midst of their
sufferings and diminishment.
words.

They seemed interested in prayer that would not depend on a lot of

It was clear in these group meetings that energy levels were quite low. I was very

conscious that many of the sisters have serious to severe hearing loss. It would be impossible to
give a retreat in any kind of “face to face” setting. For many of those with a hearing loss, even
one-on-one conversation is a real challenge.
Another gratifying aspect of the meetings for me was the excitement I sensed that a
“special” retreat was being planned for them.

I was somewhat surprised at how clear they were

about their preferences of time for the retreat and for the daily conferences.

It was a good lesson

for me (not a new one, but one I need to review periodically), that people need to be consulted
before planning something that affects them so directly.

Given the age and physical condition of

many of these sisters, it is all too easy to forget that they still have opinions and preferences.
After completion of these meetings with the sisters, I communicated the results by letter
to the persons with whom I had originally consulted about giving the retreat (Appendix A — 2,
—3 and — 4). I proposed to the administrator of Health Care Services, the dates of March 2731, 2000, for the retreat and asked if the nursing staff would have a preference of time from the

two times suggested by the residents for the afternoon talk. I copied this letter to the director of
nurses.

The director later indicated that the March dates were fine and that the nurses preferred

that the afternoon talk be at 2:30.

The dates of the retreat were later announced to the sisters in health care as March 27-31.
At the beginning of February a bookmark-size prayer card was distributed to each sister residing
in Lourdes and Karcher halls. The card contained a Prayer to the Holy Spirit on one side. The
other side contained important information about the retreat, i.e., dates, times of each conference,

the closed-circuit television channel on which it could be viewed and a request to say the prayer
each day for each other and for me as retreat director (Appendix A — 5).
[ also reserved the dates and times with the administrator of Owens Hall, since the

“broadcast” will originate in Owens Reilly Auditorium and be viewed over channel 7 in the
infirmary.

In early February, Sister Suzanne Brezette, who will operate the videotaping

equipment, and I met with the administrator to learn the use of the equipment.
B. Theme and Topics of the five-day retreat
I planned the initial outline of the retreat and its components using a grid where items
could be listed as I thought about them or as I came across them in my reading (Appendix A - 6).
I chose as the overall theme of the retreat: Living in the Questions.

1 also decided that the

topic for each day of the retreat would be in question form:
Day 1: Who Am I Now?
Day 2: Who is God Now?
Day 3: What about Suffering?
Day 4: What about Death?
Day 5: What about Living?
Each day of the retreat the topic was addressed using the following components:
e

Environment/Centering Focus
The place of broadcast was set up with a “prayer space,” the different articles of which

changed daily according to the topic of the day. The permanent backdrop of the prayer space
was a wooden room divider which had question marks cut out of different colored paper attached
to it. Some items were changed or added for the afternoon conference.

The camera was placed

on this spot about ten minutes before the time of the conference so that when the sister “tuned in”

there would be something beautiful to look at, rather than a blank TV screen.
playing in the background.

Soft music was

As specific objects were referred to in the conference talk, the

camera focused on them by way of emphasis, as well as giving the viewer a change of pace from
looking at the presenter.
e

Morning Prayer over the infirmary PA
It is normal for the infirmary day to begin with the Morning Offering, the SP Prayer of

Reunion and a thought for the day read over the hallway microphone, which is heard in both
buildings.

I asked the usual pray-er if I could use this short period each morning to introduce the

topic of the day.

I read the usual prayers and then read a Psalm which related to the topic of the

day. Since these sisters are accustomed to praying the Liturgy of the Hours, I felt that a psalm
would be more easily listened to than something completely foreign to them.

The psalm verses

of the day were also printed in the Retreat Reflection Booklet so the sister could either say the
prayer with me and/or return to it for reflection in the course of the day.
eo

Morning and Afternoon Conference
These were designed so that the morning talk introduced the topic and elucidated it with

Scripture, readings and stories from great writers and spiritual traditions, and my own thoughts
and experiences.

The afternoon talk was of a more practical nature and centered on virtues,

feelings, emotions, ways of living, etc.

e

Lunch and Dinner Video
In order to break up the day for the sisters in retreat, I broadcast a nature video over the

television during the mealtime.

My point in doing so was to bring some beautiful scenery into

the sisters’ experience and to suggest the relationship we need to have with the grandeur and
expansiveness of God’s creation.
e

Reflection Booklet (Appendix A — 7)
Using quotes from various authors, I created a Retreat Reflection Booklet, with design

assistance from the Office of Congregational Advancement.

Each day had a selection of

readings or poems related to the topic of the morning or afternoon conference.

I would have

preferred to hand out one sheet at a time, but that would have necessitated someone passing them
to all the residents each day and I did not want to burden anyone with that task. I also felt that
one booklet would be easier to find than several sheets!

I deliberately kept the reflections quite

short in response to the sisters’ requests and in recognition of the low energy level of many of
them.

Cassette tapes and large print copies of the booklet were made for those sisters who have

difficulty seeing.
e

Opportunity to visit with the retreat presenter
A week before the retreat began I posted sign-up sheets on the bulletin board on each

floor of Lourdes Hall and on the bulletin board in Karcher Hall, offering sisters the opportunity
for a visit. I allowed about a 30-minute visit for each sister who wished. Time slots were all
throughout the day and early evening.
C. Summary of the Retreat Conferences (See Appendices B 1 — 11 for complete text)
The retreat was held Monday through Friday.

I had a short talk Sunday afternoon to

introduce the retreat and to talk about the schedule, the different components and why I had
selected them and the contents of the Retreat Reflection Booklet.
Monday Conferences: Who Am I Now?
(Morning)

My purpose in selecting this topic was to emphasize the “now” word in the question.

In this way I could talk about age, diminishment, illness, losses, dependency and the feelings that
accompany such realities.

Some of the feelings I addressed were anger, grief, fear, etc. Also

explored was the acceptance of the human condition, following the example of Jesus. The talk
concluded by emphasizing the one constant in our lives: that each one of us is a child of God,
that we always have been and always will be, and that God’s unconditional love for each person
never leaves us.

Our vocation until our last breath is to image this God and to be ministers of

love, peace and kindness.
(Afternoon) During this talk I suggested some of the “blocks” that get in our way of knowing and
believing that God loves us unconditionally.

The first block addressed was lack of self-worth,

which in aging and illness is often associated with no longer being able to do. I talked about how

our society emphasizes and blesses doing and achieving and competing.

I noted how all during

our community life, we are intent on ministering to others and giving service.

So when one can

no longer do, sometimes feelings of anger and bitterness can creep in to our heart and
consciousness.

I also talked about being a receiver rather than a giver and what a gift we can

give to others when we receive their loving care with kindness and gratitude.

Another block

addressed in the talk was the unwillingness to forgive others or ourselves and how this sometimes
can lead even to questioning God’s forgiveness.

I also addressed the block of holding on to past

hurts.
Tuesday Conferences: Who Is God Now?
(Morning)

This talk emphasized how our understandings of God change over time.

I talked

again about the importance of a good sense of self as foundational to who we believe God to be.
Some images of God that sisters may have identified with in their younger years were presented:
God as Judge, God as Scorekeeper.

Using Scripture, several of the tender “parent” images of

God were discussed, as well as models of receptivity to God’s action, especially in the lives of
Mary, Simeon and Anna.

Lastly, I discussed the greatest of God’s gifts: God’s indwelling and

God’s desire to have an intimate relationship with us.
(Afternoon) In this conference I addressed our desire for communion with God and talked about
prayer.

I suggested that prayer is very personal and that we don’t have to be concerned about the

right way to do it. I talked about ways to make routine prayer (e.g., the Liturgy of the Hours or
the rosary) less routine and about the importance of listening in prayer.

I concluded with a brief

discussion of centering prayer and talked about what it is, how one does it and especially, why I
thought it was a very good prayer method in one’s elder years.
Wednesday Conferences: Why Suffering?
(Morning)

In this conference I talked about the mystery of suffering, using the Book of Job to

illustrate a rather typical handling of suffering by a person and by their friends. I used Jesus and
especially his acceptance of God’s will in the agony in the garden as illustrative of how each one
must accept the reality of the human condition, with all that it may hold. I stressed that suffering

is not God’s will for us and also that God does not will tragedy and catastrophe.

I talked about

the paschal mystery as being about life coming through suffering and death. I used two

wonderful concepts of Henri Nouwen to talk about how our lives are made up of “action” and
“passion.”

The early part of our lives revolve around doing and waiting for God to act in our

lives. The latter part of our lives we are acted upon and God, in a sense, waits for our response.
Nouwen calls this the waiting of God.

I related their experience of being in health care to John

21:18 where Jesus tells Peter that others will “put a belt around your waist and take you where
you do not want to go.”
(Afternoon)

1 borrowed most of the content for the conference from a book by Bishop Robert

Morneau entitled Life in Abundance — Growing in Joy.

The talk emphasized the words of Jesus

recorded in John’s Gospel: “I came that you may have life and have it abundantly” (10:10).
Morneau’s main thesis is that suffering is the sibling of joy and that without suffering, joy is
almost impossible to comprehend.

In the conference I emphasized Morneau’s four ways of

“growing joy:” cultivation of wonder; celebration; discipline and good memory.

I ended the

conference with a poem by Anne Sexton from Morneau’s book, which emphasized the joy that
can be found in all things, but especially in the most simple, such as a cup of morning coffee or
the chirping birds on the windowsill.
Thursday Conferences: What About Death?
(Morning) In this conference I stressed that death is the most natural thing in the world, as
evidenced in all creation.

I stressed the grief and sadness one feels at all loss, which is a kind of

death, and that the only thing that can sustain us during times of death is our faith and our trust in
God.

I talked about the importance of facing death and talking about it. I introduced the concept

of “living our dying” and how this can enrich our daily living and relationships.

I also talked

about change and how even though change is a kind of dying, it can, at the same time, be a
movement to a greater experience of life and of the self. I shared my own experience as
provincial and being with 175 sisters as they died, and the privilege and gift that this was.

I

alluded to the communion of saints and how the “spiritual closeness” of loved ones and all who

have gone before us, can be a great source of strength and consolation as we consider the reality
of “I'm dying now.”

A story by Henri Nouwen concluded the talk: a wonderful image of God as

the “catcher” in a trapeze act.
(Afternoon)

For this talk I used a reading about a train named simultaneously by the author,

“The Dying Express” and “The Living Express.”

I continued the analogy of the train by

suggesting that we can approach living and dying with greater freedom if we do not carry around
with us a lot of baggage.

I suggested that the suitcase(s) we drag around with us might be filled

with memories that evoke anger or shame or guilt or that they might contain words or deeds that
we regret.

Since all of this can weigh one down, I suggested that they decide to pitch the suitcase

off the train platform.

I also discussed how, in retrospect, that which angered or hurt or pained

us may have been the very thing that brought us success and growth in our mature years. I also
talked about God’s unconditional love and forgiveness, regardless of our past.
Friday Conferences: What About Living?
(Morning)

I returned briefly to some of the topics of the earlier days in the week and suggested

that all of the topics are lived out in the present moment.

I revisited the concept of God’s will

and challenged the sisters to look through Scripture and see what is associated with God’s will.
Most often it is God’s will that we love one another, that we have life to the full, that peace and

justice reign.

I stressed that God’s will — that we have life in abundance — had no

qualifications, but that it is meant to be possible in all circumstances.

I talked about the

sacrament of the present moment and the admonition of many spiritual writers to “Pay
Attention.”

I developed the concept of one writer that the sacrament of the present moment is

really a spirituality of limits, because it forces us to live in the now and not in the past or the
future.

I also talked about the idea that “life is what we create it to be,” i.e., if we see a world

that 1s terrible and hopeless, then we tend to create our own little worlds in much the same way.
I closed this conference with a reading that was entitled “Symptoms of Inner Peace.”
(Afternoon)

In this final conference I talked about Mary, the Mother of God, as our model for

living in the present moment.

I developed the idea of Maria Reilly, SP that the post-Resurrection

Mary can be thought of as the patroness of the elderly. I invited them to think about Mary in her
later years, mellowed in wisdom, and understanding what was such mystery before. I suggested
that her story is much like their own.

I also brought in Mother Theodore and how she relied on

Mary and gave that legacy to us, her daughters.
praying together the Hail Mary.
had been for me.

The conference, and the retreat, closed by

I also shared with the sisters what the experience of the retreat

I explained why I needed an evaluation of the retreat (for the project) and asked

them to consider it their gift to me and place it in the “Gift Bag” hanging on each floor’s bulletin
board.
D. Meeting with a small group of retreatants
The day after the retreat ended I met with five sisters whom I had asked to come together and
share about the retreat experience.
not tell them that!

This was the “theological reflection” group, although I did

I purposely issued “invitations” to this meeting because of the nature of the

sharing and because I felt that it was important to have the sisters comfortable with each other
and strong enough physically not to find the time a burden or the hearing difficult.
The five sisters represented a cross section of the infirmary residents.

One was a temporary

resident, who had been there for about six months and would soon be dismissed.

Three were

long-term residents, with the shortest length of time spent in the infirmary about two years. One
sister had been in the infirmary for about three months, but had found out recently that living
there was to be a permanent situation.
The first question we considered was: “How was God present to you during the retreat?”
Several mentioned that the quiet and peaceful atmosphere in the facilities during the retreat was
very conducive to prayer.

One mentioned that the prayer table and the focus on the various

symbols used at the beginning of each talk and throughout the presentation were very
meaningful.

“They gave me something to hang on to all day and recalled God’s presence to me.”

All in the group felt that because the retreat was geared just to them and to their questions
and concerns that “there was a deeper sense of God’s presence, of centering and of
peacefulness.”

One mentioned the Scripture quotation, “Here I am Lord,” and found herself

“truly living in the questions. At first I wanted answers to the questions, but then I discovered
that I had to find God in the question, in the center.”
The Prayer to the Holy Spirit, which we used throughout the retreat, had grown especially
meaningful to all. One had divided the prayer into three sections and paralleled each section
with the three words that had been offered by a homilist at the beginning of Lent as themes for
the season: Listen (“to know God as the source of strength”); Learn (“to find strength from
within”); Laugh (“quiet any anxiety, calm any turmoil”).
Another question asked was “How did God move you to respond during the retreat?” One
tied the question to the Scripture passage: “Now is the day of salvation.”

“How different the call

is now and how different my response needs to be.” The sister who had been in the infirmary
just a few months noted that every day during the retreat she felt herself becoming more
accepting of her illness and of the fact that she was a permanent resident in health care.

She

mentioned wanting to respond to God’s call through this experience of loss and inactivity.
Another expressed the same sentiment when she said, “The now seemed like everything. No
matter what, we have now where we are called to ‘let go and let God.’”
The temporary resident shared how strong had been God’s grace throughout her stay in the
infirmary and that the retreat had just served to heighten her sense of gratitude for the experience
of being in health care.

She noted how caring she has found the staff and how caring the sisters

are in responding to each other’s needs.

“The experience has been a joyful one and a life-altering

one.

One sister spoke of how difficult it was (and how humbling) “to see other sisters whom I
have known all their lives in a diminished condition.

To see the message of God through them

and to be reminded that there is only one simplicity and that is God.

(She quoted as very

meaningful in this regard Catherine of Genoa’s words found in the retreat reflection booklet,
“My deepest me is God.”)

How near death they are and how important for them to just live now.

Their last gift is giving up control.

We don’t know; we must just be available when God calls.”

The sister recently arrived in the infirmary noted that the question marks in the prayer space
each day caused her to realize that she had been questioning God about the why of her illness and
she resolved that she needed to see God present “even in this.”
Several spoke of the nature videos and how “nature is so much a part of everything.”

Only

two of the group had been able to spend time outside, one on foot and another in her Amigo.

The

sister in the Amigo recounted how she went to her favorite shrine one day, the day that the topic
was “death,” and had found one of the SP symbols nestled in the ground near the grotto on north
campus.

“Evidently some sister had been there before me and lost it. It became a special sign to

me of life and resurrection.” Imagine the surprise of all of us in the group when the sister who
had been walking in that same area indicated that ske had lost her SP symbol!

Realizing how

meaningful her lost symbol had become to the sister who found it, she told her to keep it. It was
as if a special bond had been created and would remain between the two.
A third question I asked was “How did the retreat address the ‘culture’ that is the infirmary?”
One responded by noting that “so many surveys or materials we are asked to respond to do not
pertain to us at all. Because this retreat was for us it meant a lot more.”
One sister mentioned how the talk about “waiting for God” and the “waiting of God” was a
particularly appropriate reflection for them because they have to wait for so many things: to take
a shower or for someone else to finish hers; for trays three times a day; for a response to the call
button, etc.

Another comment was that they appreciated the emphasis in the retreat about “our ministry.”
She noted that the staff gave the residents opportunities to care about them and to assure them of
prayer or give a listening ear.
All expressed great appreciation for the reflection booklet and expected to keep using it and
pondering the questions and material.
powerful.

They liked the fact that the quotes were short, but very

Also appreciated were the videos which “brought a lot of beauty into the lives of us

who cannot experience much nature directly.”

They valued having the talks on closed circuit television.

“You were talking to us and your

voice gave special meaning to what you were saying.”
The symbols from the prayer space were again mentioned as very meaningful.

On the day

that God was imaged by a statue of a mother and child, someone observed that the lighting and
the backdrop suggested the appearance of a straw from the mother’s mouth to the baby’s mouth.
Her interpretation was that both figures breathed life into each other.
As the sharing concluded it was very apparent that all enjoyed the time spent together.

The

response of one participant seemed to capture the experience of all; “I learned so much from
listening.” As Amigos, walkers and canes were prepared for departure, one sister commented,
“And it was so nice to be with a group that can hear!”

Chapter III

Analysis and interpretation of knowledge gained in the implementation

process
One of the greatest insights I gained in the course of planning and implementing the
retreat was the importance of communication.

The complexity of the motherhouse operations

and the many persons involved present a real challenge in this regard.

The first challenge came

in making sure that I had permission from all the persons involved just to give the retreat. Then
there was the challenge of informing administrators and staff of what was being done and how
important their cooperation would be in making the retreat a possibility.

The fact that the health

care facilities span two buildings, four floors and two wings also present many challenging
problems when communicating with the sisters.
It was very important to me that the sisters in health care have some say-so about the
particulars of the retreat, but communicating with them was a bigger problem than I had
anticipated.

I offered a small group meeting on each floor and each location, so that meant five

meetings in all. Even with that, fewer than a fourth of the residents actually came to the
meetings and in many cases, those who came were unable to hear much of what was going on. I
learned the extreme frailty of most of the residents and the effort it takes to gather them and to
have them participate.

There is no lack of desire on their part, but physically, they are just

unable to do so.
Every time I had to communicate something to the residents I relied on the pastoral care
team and/or the nursing staff to do so. This usually required the passing of information to each
room.

I also had to rely on the staff to make sure that the sister was reminded of the time for the

two conferences and that they received help to get the television on the right channel (a different
one for the conference and for the mealtime video).

I sensed that oftentimes this did not occur,

especially during the noon and evening meal times when the nature films were being shown.

I

was somewhat distressed when I became aware of this, but I finally just had to let go of my
desire that everything be perfect and trust that whoever was “supposed” to be tuned in would be
tuned in.

A communication “glitch” occurred, I felt, when a flyer was passed to all the sisters in
health care and the other two residences for the retired sisters, after “my retreat” had been
announced.

It asked the sister to check which retreat she wished to make, the one in health care

or the one in the Big Church.

There was no explanation on the flyer that the “health care retreat”

would be televised in the rooms on closed-circuit television.
confusion for everyone.

I felt that this created a bit of

Also, it implied that a sister could sign up for either retreat, which

would have defeated my purpose for having a special retreat for health care residents.
Several weeks after this memo went out and two days before the beginning of the retreat
that I was giving, I received a list of those registered for it. I was quite devastated when many in
health care had not signed for the health care retreat. I had no way of knowing if they had signed
for the other one, as that list had not been prepared yet. I spoke to the pastoral care team and felt
much better, because they indicated that many sisters had probably just not returned the sign-up
sheet and that I should go ahead and give everyone the material and let them use it if they
wished.

It was another moment of “letting go” and trusting that the “right” people would tune in.
Another important thing I learned in planning and implementing the retreat was that it

was a huge undertaking and I could never have done it by myself.

Even though I started the

retreat planning in July, it took every bit of the 8 months to do everything that was necessary.
Fortunately, I had the resources of the communications staff in OCA and in the printery to assist
me in the design and preparation of materials.

My sister housemate offered to do all the

environment/prayer space arrangements for me and also was willing to operate the video camera.
In my true, independent fashion, I was prepared to stay each day until after the evening meal
video, but I swallowed my pride and asked another sister to do that showing for me, which she
did.
The logistics of giving the retreat were also quite involved.

The retreat had to be taped in

Owens Hall, Reilly Auditorium, so the distance precluded really “testing” the reception.

The

distance also came into play when I had to go back and forth during the day many times for the

early morning prayer, for visits, to show the noon video, etc. This really had an effect on my
energy level and I was quite tired at the end of each day.
Having to depend on the technology being flawless was another area of trust and
fortunately everything worked out well. There was one mis-communication, however.

When

planning the retreat I had announced that everything could be viewed on Channel 7, only to find
out a few hours before the first talk that the videos during mealtime would have to be shown over
Channel 30. I did not find out until the evaluations that all the bedrooms could not pick up
Channel 30, so this was a disappointment — to me and to the affected residents.

I had not

communicated clearly enough to the normal operator of the equipment that I would be showing
the videos, hence she did not mention to me the need for a different channel.

Another thing I learned during the retreat was how much it means to have the interest and
the affirmation of friends, co-workers and the community when carrying out a project. I have
never felt more affirmed in my life than during the days of retreat.

So many non-health care

sisters were tuning into the retreat talks and telling me how helpful they found them!

When I

visited with the sisters in the infirmary, it was very rewarding to hear how grateful they were that
something had been planned just for them.

Even my co-workers in the OCA would check the

progress of the retreat and indicate that they had heard “good things.”
Aside from the communication and logistical learning, however, was the knowledge
gained about the aging process and the spiritual needs of elders. Because of my extensive
reading in the field of gerontology, faith development and spirituality, I really felt that I had solid
material to present to the sisters in the retreat. I was also very much aware of the fact that I
probably never would have had the confidence to give the retreat had I not had the three-year
pastoral theology program as background.
I also learned how important it was to have asked the opinions of those for whom I was
preparing the retreat. I felt very confident throughout my preparations that I knew exactly what
the sisters wanted by way of topics, schedule and format because I had met with them ahead of
time.

It was quite helpful to me, for instance, to know that they wanted the talks to be no more

than twenty minutes in length, for I could then aim for that length and stop. Having met with the
sisters in small groups, I was very much aware that many had a hearing loss, so I was careful not
to present the material in a soft voice or without sufficient pause.

The reflection booklet was

deliberately planned with very short quotes because I knew their energy level does not lend itself
to long periods of reflection and pondering.
Lastly, I was very much aware of how experience contributed to my sense of confidence
and feeling “on target” with what I was presenting.

As provincial and as general officer, I had 17

years of experience with the sisters in health care and with sisters dying.

The sisters also knew

this and I sensed that they felt I knew what I was talking about and that I knew them in a way
that others did not. This made the retreat special for them and certainly for me.

Chapter IV

Analysis and interpretation of the evaluation of the project by participants

Each sister who participated in the retreat was offered an opportunity to fill out a simple
evaluation form (Appendix C) which required only that she circle a number indicating on a scale
of 1 (least helpful) to 5 (most helpful) her evaluation of each component of the retreat. A space
for comments was also provided.

Thirty-eight responses were received with ratings most

frequently falling on the upper part of the rating scale. Not applicable (NA) included “no
response” or a response that indicated the resident did not take part in the activity. Responses
and comments are summarized below.
1.

2.

Information given to residents prior to the retreat
NA (3)
1 (0)
2 (0)
30)

4 (2)

5431)

The Retreat Reflection Booklet
NA (1)
1 (0)

4 (2)

5 (34)

2 (0)

3(1)

Comment: “I loved the booklet and plan to continue using it daily to keep the spirit of
the retreat alive.”
3.

4.

Environment/prayer space
NA (0)
1(0)
2 (0)
Comments: “Stage setting — I loved!”

3(4)
4 (4)
5 (30)
“A+ for the background and camera crew.”

Topics addressing needs of the residents at this time
NA (0)
1(0)
2 (0)
3 (3)

4 (3)

532)

Comments: “Thoughts will stay with me always, e.g., ‘Our life’s breath is God.”
“Each talk gave real meaning to our life in health care. You gave me courage to face
each new day.” “I highly recommend that audiotapes be made for publication.” “The
material was so practical and presented in a down-to-earth style.” “The content showed
a depth of knowledge both of the subject matter and of those of us to whom the retreat
was given.” “The retreat was for me and applied to the physical condition I am in now.’
“A talk on Mary — what a delightful surprise!” “The talks were clever, inspirational
and applicable.” “Everything was geared for those of us who are spending our time in
this special atmosphere.” “I was happy to learn more about centering prayer. Iam
going to try and pray that way.” “All the topics discussed I needed just at this time of my
life. All the talks were very enlightening.” “Content was very practical, yet challenging.
The topics each day called for much reflection.”

y

Nature videos shown during meal times
NA (7)
Lid)
2 (0)

34)

4 (5)

501)

Comments: “The videos were the greatest! Places that we will never be able to visit —
God's great creation for us.” “The videos took me out of my room to see God's beauty
on this beautiful earth. They gave me a feeling of peace and quiet.” “Nature videos — I
loved!”
. Visit with retreat presenter
NA (14)
1 (0)

2 (0)

. Hearing and viewing the retreat via television
NA (0)
1 (0)
2 (0)
Comments:
speed.”

3(0)

4 (1)

53)

3(1)

4 (4)

5033)

“Your voice was pleasant to listen to — loud enough and at the right

“Iwas able to hear and able to be around, although I'm a bit weaker.”

energy, kindness, love and needs came across in the sharing of yourself.
faith sharing are not an easy road. I know!”
. Having a retreat just for residents in health care
NA (0)
1 (0)
2 (0)

32)

4 (3)

“Time,

The ways of

533)

Comments: “The schedule worked into the order of our day.” “The timing of the
conferences was not too long or too short — just right.” “It was so enjoyable because it
was just for us.” “This has been a most relaxing and meaningful time.” “Preparation
and presentation of each conference prayerfully offered.”
General comments included repeated expressions of gratitude to me and to “my helpers”
for the time and effort required preparing and giving the retreat. My highest accolade came in a
separate note:

“The retreat was excellent and helpful. At the age of 82 and 60 years as a Sister

of Providence this was the most meaningful and greatest retreat I’ve ever had.”
Only four comments were of a less positive nature.

One resident noted that it was

difficult for her to spend the entire retreat in silence and that she would appreciated some time for
sharing.

Another found the music accompanying the “environment time” prior to the conference

and the music of the videos “monotonous and distracting.” One sister noted that she found the
movement of the camera (back and forth from the speaker to the symbols in the prayer space)

noisy and annoying.

She commented that with her hearing difficulty, she needed to see the

speaker in order to get all the words.
minutes in length.

The fourth sister would have liked the conferences to be 45

She indicated that she supplemented the material by listening to cassette

tapes.
It is an understatement to say that I found the evaluations very gratifying.
have all the work of reading and preparation affirmed.

It felt good to

Of course, I was not surprised because I

always find our sisters in health care a most grateful and gracious group!
In addition to the written evaluations, I received many and frequent positive comments as
I visited sisters individually.

Many spoke of feeling “special” because the retreat was just for

them and because it addressed topics of concern to them.

I was unprepared for the deluge of

affirming comments from the sisters who live in Providence and Owens.

It seemed that many of

them were “tuning in” when they had time to do so and were finding the topics also applicable to
them.

Since the retreat I have had requests from several sisters for copies of the talks. Many

sisters expressed delight that a retreat was being given to sisters in health care.
I was especially touched by the remarks of an “active” sister who happened to be in
health care the week of the retreat because she was struggling with a bout of high blood pressure.
She wrote of how “gifted” she felt to have been “in the right place at the right time. It has been a
spiritual experience that I shall treasure and remember for a long time. I’m going to use your
format for my directed retreat this summer, as I didn’t have the energy to do a lot of reflecting.

I

would give the retreat the Nobel Peace prize because it gave me so much peace.”
As I reflected back on the meetings I held with the sisters in health care when they first
spoke of their desires and needs for the retreat, I felt that I had succeeded in addressing them all:
scheduling, including pertinent topics related to their situation, giving the retreat via television so
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hearing loss would not deter participation and providing some simple printed material for
reflection.

Chapter V

Student summary and personal theological reflection

The experience of giving the retreat for our sisters who reside in health care started out as
a “project,” but it ended as a gift and a spiritual experience for me. This was no more evident to
me than when I visited the sisters individually.

To speak with them in the context of a retreat

when God is speaking to them in a special way was overpowering at times.

It is evident that they

struggle with their situation and with accepting whatever their limitations and diminishment.
They express great sadness that they are no longer able to do or to see or to hear, but there remains
an inner peace in most and a willingness to follow whatever the path will take for the long haul.
The Scripture passage from John 21: 18-19 has new meaning for me:
“I tell you most solemnly, when you were young you put on your own belt and walked
where you liked, but when you grow old you will stretch out your hands, and somebody
else will put a belt around you and take you where you would not go.

In these words he

indicated the kind of death (martyrdom) by which Peter would give glory to God.
this he said,

After

‘Follow me.’”

I realize that for many of our sisters their “martyrdom” is lived out day by day in the
infirmary, with the result, I am sure, that many graces are gained for the Congregation and for our
world.

The experience of illness and increased physical diminishment is a place where they

would rather not go, but they are trying to make the most of the situation and truly live all their
questions.
Throughout the preparation for the retreat I was very aware of the guidance of the Spirit,
especially during the period of doing the professional readings.

I seemed so often to be led to

just the “right” books or set of tapes or quote. As I was giving the retreat, the thought would
often cross my mind — “where did that come from?” — as if some invisible force had caused
E LIBRARY
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me to include it The selection of the overall theme of “Living in the Questions” and the
formulation of a different topic-question for each day just somehow “came to me” and I am
convinced it was the work of the Spirit. I distributed a card with a Prayer to the Holy Spirit to
the residents about a month before the retreat began and I suggested that we pray it daily for each
other. I felt the power of that prayer many times!
An incident during the time of preparing the retreat offered me more than a few moments
of reflection and insight.

I was visiting a friend in the infirmary and she mentioned that many of

the sisters were asking where they had to go for the retreat. This was after I had made (I thought)
yeoman efforts to communicate everything they needed to know very clearly.

The time was

getting “down to the wire”; I was tired, and her comment frustrated and exasperated me.

I was

put out with myself that I had not made things clear enough, but my retort was taken very
personally by the sister.

She got angry and our parting was tense.

The day before the retreat began she called me in “to talk.” She told me that she could
not start the retreat feeling as she did toward me.

She told me that I had “blasted her for finding

fault with my organization (and) how angry and hurt I had made her feel.” We talked; I
apologized.

I tried to explain that even though my anger was directed at myself, I knew that I

had hurt her. I again told her that I was sorry. I also thanked her for speaking to me about it.
We parted “all right” and our conversations since then have been as they usually are.
As I reflected on her comments, however, I had to admit that I do often become frustrated
and impatient with myself over silly and inconsequential things and that sometimes it is others
who bear the brunt of my reactions.

I also realized that even though I sensed that I had upset my

friend, I did not make the move toward reconciliation — she did. Both reactions are worth
further reflection and effort to change.

I experienced two profound movements of God’s grace while visiting with individual
sisters. In the retreat I spoke of forgiving ourselves and of letting go of past hurts and any
bitterness because of past situations. This is exactly what at least two sisters did.
One sister spoke to me about how she had decided to seek a certain sister out and ask her
forgiveness for something the sister had said quite a long time ago and which had really hurt her
and caused her then to withdraw and avoid the sister. However, the sister died that night!

The

resident then relayed to me how she had gone to the chapel when the sister was laid out and still
asked her to forgive her. She also asked that the sister would “stand in” for all the other persons
she had hurt and would receive her forgiveness for them.

She shared with me that the whole

experience had given her a great sense of release and peace.
The other incident was much closer to home.

A sister had not signed to see me, but

toward the end of the retreat asked me with a certain sense of urgency if I would “stop in her
room.”

I did so and the sister began to relate how terrible she felt that “some” sisters had never

forgotten the time (she indicated it was March 17 but could not remember the year!) when, as
provincial in Sacred Heart Province (that was 20+ years ago), I had made a decision about the
phone room.

Not only have the sisters not forgotten, some have evidently not forgiven me and,

according to the sister, continue to harbor great bitterness.

The sister herself was not directly

affected by the decision, but she has evidently listened to these embittered sisters through the
years and joined in some of these conversations.
Needless to say, I was astounded.

The resident was asking my forgiveness.

And I remain astounded that the moment of retreat was the

catalyst for this sister to finally clear her heart of this heavy burden.
was so genuine, and expressed not only in words but in tears as well.

Her desire for forgiveness

Another awareness I had while preparing material for the retreat conferences was that I
was not just talking to/about the sisters who reside in health care; I was talking to and about
myself!

I became more aware of my own aging and the great gift of good health as I do so.

found myself especially pondering the questions: Who am I now?

1

And, Why suffering? As

someone said to me about the latter topic: “I’d rather talk about it than do it!” I often thought
about all the “nice” words that I was saying and all the statements about surrender and
acceptance.

I hope I can remember them and live them when my body begins serious

diminishment or suffers the ravages of illness. My contacts with the sisters convince me that
God’s grace does come when we need it, so this gives me some degree of hope!
In the midst of the retreat we celebrated the feast of the Annunciation and, since the

retreat, the second reading that day has taken on much greater significance for me.

It is the

reading from Hebrews 10: 5-7, “Sacrifice and oblation you did not desire, but a body you
prepared for me; ... I come to do your will, O God.”

It occurred to me that if we really and truly

live our human condition there will be more than enough “sacrifice and oblation.” I had read a
wonderful interpretation of Jesus’ prayer in the garden that somewhat relates to this same idea.
The author stated that Jesus’ “not my will but Thine be done” was really talking about the
Incarnation, i.e., that it was God’s will that Jesus become human and that he remain human.

The

divine intervention of a miracle was not to be. The fact of Jesus’ being human had to play itself
out fully, even to death on a cross. Our sisters in health care are following God’s will in very
profound ways.

I am grateful for their surrender and their everyday witness of fidelity.

Somewhat at the last minute I had asked Heidi, the activities director in health care, to
plan a party for the sisters after the retreat. She did so and “Spring Fling” was held on Saturday,
April 1. There was just something about having over fifty residents in the Karcher Community

Room that was overwhelming.
and wheelchairs!

What an assortment of walkers, Amigos, canes, geriatric chairs

The sisters’ care and concern for one another particularly struck me.

If one

could not see, another made sure that her treats were within reach and that she was able to

manage.

One resident fed another who was less able to fend for herself. A sister who was still

somewhat mobile pushed another in a wheelchair.

A touching moment came when they

struggled to sing to me the “thank you” song we had all learned in our novitiate days.

The fact

that so many had made the effort to come to the party was also a message I did not miss.

I knew

that they had done so because they wanted me to know how much they appreciated the retreat.
I am sure my reflections about this whole special experience will continue far into the
future.

I know for a fact that I will never read Article 55 from our Constitutions, A Life of

Fidelity, in quite the same way:
“In response to Jesus’ call to take up her cross, the sister lives out the mystery of the
death and resurrection of the Lord.

By the transforming power of God, she grows in

wisdom born of faith through a life of self-denial, which is both steadfast and joyful.
Throughout her years of dedicated service, in sickness or in health, the sister gives
witness by her fidelity and serenity to the reality of the Providence of God and of the
promise of life that does not end.”
It was a special blessing for me to have my profound respect for these sisters once again
awakened.

In the past several years, I have not allowed myself the gift of having them touch my

life. Irealized during the retreat how much I missed that, and also how hungry these sisters are
for the active among us to spend a bit of time with them.

It is so easy to forget our own.

It also occurred to me how appropriate it is to read part of this article as the “farewell
blessing” when a sister dies. It is the transforming power of God that makes these sisters in
health care such treasures for all of us. It also enables their witness of fidelity and serenity.
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Videos
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Anima Mundi.
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APPENDICES

July, 1999
Dear Sister,
As many of you know | have been a student in the SMWC Master of Arts in Pastoral
Theology (MAPT) program for the last three years. | have now finished my course work
and am ready to begin my required pastoral project.
For my project | have chosen something | have wanted to do for a number of years: to
design and direct a retreat for sisters who reside at Lourdes or Karcher Hall. | was
thrilled and excited when Sister Mary Dempsey gave me the go ahead. Now | need your
assistance!
Before | even begin thinking about the design of the retreat | want to meet with you in
small groups to hear your ideas and desires about the retreat. Hopefully, you will think it
is a good idea, too.
I've listed below some questions that you may want to think about before we meet:
1.

Are there certain topics or themes that you would like addressed in the retreat?

2.

Are there times during the day that are best for such talks?
day, and not of my “work” day)?

(Think of your whole

What is a good length of time for a retreat talk/presentation?
What “helps” might | provide to assist you, e.g., suggested Scripture readings or
something else?
5.

Would you find helpful the opportunity to sign up for a personal visit?

Perhaps other suggestions may occur to you. | welcome them! | assume that the
retreat would be given over the closed circuit TV — but is there another way?
The small group meetings will be held July 13 at the following times and places.
cannot make the one on your floor, feel free to come to another.
Lourdes Porches

Karcher Community Room — 1:30 p.m.

1%! floor South — 2 p.m.
2" floor South — 10:30 a.m.

3" floor — 10:00 a.m.
4" floor — 9:30 a.m.
Thanks so much!

If you

| look forward to meeting with you.

In Providence,

Sister Ann Casper, SP

July 29, 1999
John Schenck
Health Care Services

Dear John,
Several weeks ago I mentioned to you that I had received an okay from Sister Mary Dempsey to pursue as
my Pastoral Theology project for SMWC designing and giving a retreat for the sisters who reside in health
care. I believe I also mentioned that I would be meeting with the sisters to hear their thoughts and
preferences about the retreat. I have had those meetings and wanted to let you know their outcome.
I invited about 50 sisters to meet with me. Sister Patty McIntyre had given me a list of those sisters whom
she felt capable, either physically or mentally, of responding. There were 29 sisters who attended one of
the five meetings, with the majority of attendees from Lourdes. Three sisters sent written responses to
questions I had presented to them in a letter prior to the meetings.
Here is what I found out:
>
Sisters prefer a retreat either in the fall or the spring. I told them it would not be possible to have
something together by the fall, so I am planning the retreat for spring. They were very specific
that they did not wish the retreat during Holy Week, i.e., the week immediately before Easter. My
hope is to have the five day retreat the week of March 27 - 31, 2000. The sisters also indicated
that they wanted the retreat to run Monday through Friday, and not the weekend.
The preference is definitely for talks not more than a half hour in length and for two a day. The
best time of day indicated by the sisters for the morning talk was at 10:00 a.m. By then showers
and morning care, as well as breakfast is complete, and sisters are thinking about attending liturgy
later in the morning. There was not as much clarity regarding the time for the afternoon talk: some
preferred 2:30, while others preferred 4:00. (They indicated that most of the sisters who nap in the
afternoon probably would not be following the retreat talks anyway.)
We talked about how best to deliver the talks and the only feasible way, given the many with
hearing loss, seems to be via the closed circuit television. They felt this would enable all to hear
and would also enable them to stay in their rooms, thus maintaining a degree of quiet.
Given all of the above, I have a couple of questions to which I would appreciate your response once you
have discussed them with whomever you think necessary and appropriate.
1. From your perspective, is March 27-31, 2000 an okay time to schedule the retreat?
2. Would your nursing staff have a preference for the afternoon talk: 2:30 or 4:00?
Please let me know your responses, as I will wait to finalize the dates and times until I hear from you. Feel
free to call me at # 431 or e-mail me: acasper@spsmw.org. Thanks so much!
In Providence,

cc. Linda Thompson, SP

July 20, 1999
Dear Mary,
I wanted to get back with you regarding the retreat for the sisters who reside in health care and let you
know what I have been up to the last several weeks.
I met with the Pastoral Care team and Sister Patty to get their insights and then met with the sisters in
Lourdes and Karcher Halls. I “invited” about 50 sisters to meet with me. Sister Patty McIntyre had given
me a list of those sisters whom she felt capable, either physically or mentally, of responding. There were
29 sisters who attended one of the five meetings, with the majority of attendees from Lourdes. Three
sisters sent written responses to the questions I had presented to them in a letter prior to the meetings.
Here is what I found out:
>
Sisters prefer a retreat either in the fall or the spring. I told them it would not be possible to have
something together by the fall, so I am planning the retreat for spring. They were very specific
that they did not wish the retreat during Holy Week. My hope is to have the five day retreat the
week of March 27 - 31, 2000. The sisters also indicated that they wanted the retreat to run
Monday through Friday, and not the weekend.
The preference is definitely for talks not more than a half hour in length and for two a day. The
best time of day indicated by the sisters for the morning talk was at 10:00 a.m. By then showers
and morning care, as well as breakfast is complete, and sisters are thinking about attending liturgy
later in the morning. There was not as much clarity regarding the time for the afternoon talk: some
preferred 2:30, while others preferred 4:00. (They indicated that most of the sisters who nap in the
afternoon probably would not be following the retreat talks anyway.)
We talked about how best to deliver the talks and the only feasible way, given the many with
hearing loss, seems to be via the closed circuit television. They felt this would enable all to hear
and would also enable them to stay in their rooms, thus maintaining a degree of quiet.
I have shared the above information with John Schenck and asked him if there was any problem with that
week in March and if nursing staff would have a preference of time for the afternoon talk.
When I hear from John, I will darken your doorway and finalize the week for the retreat. If you know the
week noted above is not a good one, please let me know other possibilities and I will check them with
John. I cannot get too far into April because the project is due April 15!
Thanks much!
In Providence,

July 29, 1999
Carole Ann Fedders, SP
Sharon Smith

Patty McIntyre, SP
Health Care Services
Dear Ones,

Seems high time I am getting back to you following my meetings with the sisters about the retreat.
About 50 sisters were “invited” to meet with me. I sent them a letter and had a few questions for them to
consider prior to the meetings. Sister Patty had given me a list of those sisters whom she felt capable,
either physically or mentally, of responding. There were 29 sisters who attended one of the five meetings,
with the majority of attendees from Lourdes. Three sisters sent written responses because they could not
attend the meeting.
Here is what I found out:
>
Sisters prefer a retreat either in the fall or the spring. I told them it would not be possible to have
something together by the fall, so I am planning the retreat for spring. They were very specific
that they did not wish the retreat during Holy Week. My hope is to have the five day retreat the
week of March 27 - 31, 2000. The sisters also indicated that they wanted the retreat to run
Monday through Friday, and not the weekend.
The preference is definitely for talks not more than a half hour in length and for two a day. The
best time of day indicated by the sisters for the morning talk was at 10:00 a.m. By then showers
and morning care, as well as breakfast is complete, and sisters are thinking about attending liturgy
later in the morning. There was not as much clarity regarding the time for the afternoon talk: some
preferred 2:30, while others preferred 4:00. (They indicated that most of the sisters who nap in the
afternoon probably would not be following the retreat talks anyway.)
We talked about how best to deliver the talks and the only feasible way, given the many with
hearing loss, seems to be via the closed circuit television. They felt this would enable all to hear
and would also enable them to stay in their rooms, thus maintaining a degree of quiet.
I have sent a letter to John Schenck indicating much of the above and asking if he has any problem with
the proposed week in March and if nursing staff would have a preference for the time for the afternoon
talk.

As far as themes or topics, there seemed to be significant interest in such things as “the present moment;”
“gratitude;” “the indwelling of God; “an wholistic approach;” “the spirit of Providence;” “remaining alive
inside even when physical limitations persist.” Time will tell what I will do with all that! Time for the
Spirit to kick in for sure!
Thanks much for the insights and direction you shared when we met. If you think of anything else, or hear
tell of anything, let me know!
Gratefully in Providence,

(Front of Prayer Card)

(Back of Prayer Card)

Prayer to the Holy Spirit

A retreat for sisters residing in Karcher
or Lourdes Hall will be given this
spring by
Sister Ann Casper.

O Holy Spirit, give me
stillness of soul in you.
Calm any turmoil within
with the gentleness
of your peace.
Quiet any anxiety within
with a deep trust in you.
Heal the wounds of sin within
with the joy
of your forgiveness.
Strengthen the faith within
with the awareness
of your presence.
Confirm the hope within
with the knowledge
of your strength.
Give fullness to the love within
with an outpouring
of your love.
O Holy Spirit, be to me
a source of light,
strength and courage,
so that I may hear your call
ever more clearly and

follow it more generously.
Amen.
William Browning, CP
(Adapted)

Dates: Monday, March 27 through
Friday, March 31.
Conferences each day:
10:00 a.m. and 2:30 p.m.
TV broadcast over Channel 7.

Individual visits with Sister Ann can be
requested by signing the sheet to be
posted March 20 on each floor of
Lourdes Hall and on the bulletin board
on the south wall of Karcher Hall.
Lourdes Ist flr.
2nd flr.
3rd flr.
4th flr.
Karcher

March
March
March
March
March

27
28
29
30
31

Let us unite with each other in prayer
by using the Prayer to the Holy Spirit
and asking that God open each heart to
the graces of this retreat. And please
pray for me. Thank you.
Sister Ann
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Retreat Reflection Booklet
Sisters Residing in Karcher
or Lourdes Hall
March

27-31, 2000

Prayer to the Holy Spirit
O Holy Spirit, give me
stillness of soul in you.
Calm any turmoil within
with the gentleness
of your peace.
Quiet any anxiety within
with a deep trust in you.

Heal the wounds of sin within
with the joy
of your forgiveness.
Strengthen the faith within
with the awareness

of your presence.
Confirm the hope within

with the knowledge
of your strength.
Give fullness to the love within
with an outpouring
of your love.
O Holy Spirit, be to me

a source of light,
strength and courage,
so that I may hear your call
ever more clearly and

follow it more generously.
Amen.
William Browning, CP

(Adapted)

Psalm

139, vs. 13-18

You, God, created every part of me,
knitting me from my mother’s (¥
For such handiwork, | praise you.
Awesome this great wonder!
“IK ave
Called You p
| see iit so clearly!
You ape
Mine,»

You watched every bone

taking shape in secret,
forming in the hidden depths.
You saw my body grow
according to your design.
You recorded all my days
before they ever began.
How deep are your thoughts!
How vast the sum!
Like countless grains of sand,
well beyond my grasp.

‘Anyone who thinks retirement is the end of
work days has a surprise in store. Possibly
the most valuable work of a lifetime may
occur now that the person comes face to face
with the personality and character shaped by

the previous years.

The public career may be

over, but there may be tasks ahead that are

far more interesting and far more rewarding.
This will definitely be an ‘inside job.””’
Maria Reilly, SP

Reflectiop® for each day
&

March 27, Monday — Day 1 Reflections
Who Am I Now?
Page 2-3

March 28, Tuesday — Day 2 Reflections
Who Is God Now?

Page 4-5

March 29, Wednesday — Day 3 Reflections
Why Suffering?

Page 6-7

March 30, Thursday — Day 4 Reflections
What About Death? Page 8-9

March 31, Friday — Day 5 Reflections
What About Living? Page 10-11

When I appraise the trinkets
To which I yet cling,
I am astounded.
These baubles once had value,
Were once essential:
I am astounded.

Their meaning escapes me,
Their value is zero.
I am astounded.
As cheese on a pizza refuses to let loose,
I have held fast to worthless little nothings.
I am astounded.

I have clung to each object
For weal or for woe.
I cling yet ... and am astounded
;
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Psalm

131

O God, | am not proud,
holding my head too high,
reaching beyond my grasp.
No, | am calm and tranquil
like a weaned child
resting in my mother’s

arms:
my whole being at rest.
Let Israel rest in God,
now and forever.

I wish

I wish I were a fish.
The metaphor’s appealing
To live and love
and move in God

in Whom I have my being.
Miriam Therese Winter,
ASCAP

wel]
Need »

Prayer before Centering
Prayer
By disposing my body —
Po
let it be relaxed and calm.
I am present now
with the whole of my being.
I am here
in the Presence
of Ultimate Mystery.
Like the air I breathe this Divine Presence
is all around me and
within me;

but never separate
from me.
I surrender to the attraction

TO BE STILL
TO BE LOVED
JUST TO BE.
Thomas Merton
* Invite the Holy Spirit to brood over you with “warm

breast”

and “bright wings.” (Hopkins)
* Ask to become “a feather on the breath of God.” (Hildegard)
* Ask Jesus to fill your well with resurrection joy.

Ask the Spirit to be music in you.
Ask the Three-in-One to hold you in Communion.
Ask the Spirit of Jesus to saturate you with grace.
Grace Hutchinson

Psalm 42, vs. 2-6

As a deer craves running water,

| thirst for you, my God;
| thirst for God, the living God.
when will | see your face?
Tears are my steady diet.
Day and night | hear,
“Where is your God?”

|
When
| was
of

| cry my heart out,
remember better days:
| entered the house of God,
caught in the joyful sound
pilgrims giving thanks.

Why are you sad, my heart?
Why do you grieve?
Wait for the Lord.
| will yet praise God my savior.
“Jesus did not give his followers

‘answers and certitude — but rather
a journey, a walk, an invitation to

follow him.”
Richard

Rohr

“Most of the time we will never know
why something happened. But we can
always open ourselves to something we
need to learn from the event.”
Jane Marie Thibault

“Without its sibling, suffering, joy is almost impossible to
comprehend.”

“Hope takes flesh in the virtue of joy.”

“Suffering has a way of thrusting us into the arms of God’s
loving embrace — true joy — or luring us into our pain.”

“Let us be a joyful people and let us look redeemed. Do not let
us live drab existences, but rather be filled with enthusiasm
exuberance about life.”

and

“Ponder the last couple of days and consider what you have
done that would make God smile.”

|

Bishop Robert Morneau

“Hildegard of Bingen suffered chronic pain as well
as frequent and debilitating illnesses which she
called ‘humdrum suffering.’ Sickness, depres-

sion, opposition and misunderstanding were
Hildegard’s familiars throughout her life.”
Gloria Hutchinson

What about death?
eS

Psalm

121,vs.

|] — 8

IfI look to the mountains,

will they come to my aid?
My help is the Lord,
Who

made Earth and the heavens.

May God ever wakeful,
keep you from stumbling;
the guardian of Israel
neither rests nor sleeps.
God shields you,
a protector by your side.

The sun shall not harm you by day
nor the moon at night.
God shelters you from all evil, securing your life.
God watches over you near and far,
now and always.

“Simplicity is a process of waiting, an ability to
surrender, a willingness to receive.”
Murray Bodo, OFM

What about death?

Psalm 71, vs 1, 5:6, 18, 23-24
O God, youfare my shelter,
do not fail me.
You are my hope, O God,
from the days of my youth.
| have relied on you from birth,
my strength from my mother’s womb;
| will praise you always.
Do not leave me, O God,
now that | am old and gray.
| can still recount
to a new generation

your

power and strength.

| will sing out with joy,
sing of how you saved me.
From morning to night
| will trumpet your goodness.

“... those who have the privilege of experiencing late life
have the challenge and the opportunity to embark on a new
vocation. That vocation is the call, the invitation to experi-

ence the union of an ever-deepening love affair with God in
this life. I am convinced that God has saved the best for

last.”
Jane Marie Thibault
“I have come that you may have life and have it to the full.”

10

John 10: 10

Let me learn from you,
love you,
savor you,
bless you,
before you depart.
Let me not pass you by
In quest of some rare
and perfect tomorrow.
Let me hold you while I may,
for it will not always be so.

One day I shall dig my fingers
into the Earth,
or bury my face in the pillow,
or stretch myself taut,
or raise my hands to the sky,
and want more than all the world
your return.
“Isn’t it wonderful to be
able to read this sentence

“To bless whatever there is,
and for no other reason
but simply because it is —

with a mind unclouded by
dementia or painkilling
drugs? Isn’t it cause for

that is our raison d’etre;
that is what we are made
for as human beings.”
David Steindl-Rast, OSB

celebration to be able to
use the toilet unaided? Or
to say, ‘what a comfort
this cane is!’ ... Gratitude
makes human fulfillment

possible.”
Merrill

11

Collett

Daily schedule
8:30 — Morning Psalm over the PA
10:00

—

12:30

+»

during noon meal
ondVideo
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2:30
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— Conference
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(You may want to “tune in” about 2:25)
545
500
(Channel 7)

-~ Reflection Video during evening meal

Sign up sheet for a visit with Sister Ann Casper is posted on
each floor at Lourdes Hall and on bulletin board, south
end of Karcher Hall.

Nursing Staff
Lourdes and Karcher Hall Nursing Stations
Sister Ann Casper, SP
Retreat for Sisters in Health Care
March

13, 2000

John Schenck - Administrator

Terri Crawford, RN - Director of Nursing
Heidi Arrowsmith — Activities
Carole Ann Fedders, SP, Sharon Smith, Pastroal Care

Greetings! | am giving a retreat for the sisters residing in health care facilities (to those capable of
managing it), Monday, March 27 through Friday, March 31.
| wanted to inform you about the retreat schedule and ask your assistance in a few matters.
The schedule each day is as follows:

8:30 a.m.

Prayer over the PA (as usual)

10:00 a.m. and 2:30 p.m.

Retreat Conference

12:30 — 1:15 p.m. and 5 — 5:45 p.m.

Nature Videos

One day of the week, there is an opportunity to sign to visit with me.

All the conferences and videos associated with the retreat will be broadcast over Channel 7 and
originate from Owens Hall, Reilly Auditorium.

Sunday, March 26, a Retreat Booklet will be passed out

to each sister and a brief introductory talk will be given at 5:30 p.m.
May | count on you?

e

To be sure the sister is “tuned in” to Channel 7 at least 5 minutes before the talk or video?
To check to see that the Retreat Reflection Booklet is nearby?
To ask the sister if she wishes to sign for a visit with me? The list will be posted on the floor
bulletin board in Lourdes and on the south bulletin board in Karcher.

The sisters have asked that the retreat be broadcast over Channel 7 because they hear much better and
can adjust the volume or use earphones as needed.

On Saturday, April 1, at 2 p.m. Heidi is arranging a Spring Fling Party for all the residents as a way of
“coming out of retreat.” | will ask some sisters to assist in getting the residents to the Karcher Hall
Community Room. This party is for everyone.
Thank you so much for helping to make this retreat week a special one for our sisters in health care.
appreciate all you do for them on a daily basis!

|

P.S. One last thing! I'm always nervous when depending on technology! If you tune in some day
and nothing is happening, please call Ext. 305 at Owens Hall IMMEDIATELY. Thanks again!

SUNDAY AFTERNOON, MARCH 26
INTRODUCTION TO THE RETREAT
Good afternoon, sisters!

I want to spend just a few moments this afternoon introducing the retreat that will begin
tomorrow morning. My remarks will be more like announcements and explanations than
anything of a “spiritual” nature.
In planning the retreat, I have tried to honor the suggestions of those of you who met with
me long ago as I was beginning to plan the retreat. I said at that time, but I want to say
again, that giving this retreat to you who reside in the infirmary has been a wish of mine
for many years. I’m delighted and feel so privileged to be with you in this way. I have
learned much from you through the years and I am sure that learning will continue during
this retreat time.
Now, about the schedule we will follow.

Please refer to the back cover of the Retreat

Booklet that was passed to you earlier this afternoon. We will follow the schedule listed
on the back page each day of the retreat; the times each day will be the same. (Go
through it step by step) If you tune in to Channel 7 a few minutes before the actual talk
that would be good. The camera will be focused on a prayer environment and reflective
music will be playing.
You will note at the bottom of the page reference to meeting with me. Of course, this is
purely optional. On the posted sheets I have noted several times each day and then some
space at the bottom of the sheet in case there are not enough times available. Please use
the bottom lines only if the top ones are full. I will try to arrange a time soon after the
retreat to meet with you. If you know that early evening times are okay for you, you
might sign there, giving others of you who have to retire much earlier the morning or
afternoon times.
Let’s look now at the rest of the reflection booklet.
e Explain overall theme noted on the cover...and that this theme will carry over to each
day’s topic, which is also phrased in a question. (Relate the title theme “Living in the
Questions,” to the Rilke quote: “Be patient toward all that is unresolved in your heart
and try to love the questions themselves.”)
The first page notes each day’s topic, also in the form of a question, and the pages
where the additional reflections may be found.
Inside front cover...Holy Spirit Prayer which you have been saying and which we
will continue to use to open the morning conference each day.
Explain pages 2-3 and note that each set of reflection pages is arranged in the same
way. A psalm passage is listed first. That is the same psalm that will be read over the
P.A. each morning. It is included as one of the reflections so that you can continue to
ponder it throughout the day if you wish. Some of the reflections I may use in the
talk, some I may not. The booklet is meant to contribute to your reflections during
the course of the day. There are not a lot of passages, but sometimes it is better to

stay with a few and think about them more deeply, than to clutter our minds with a lot of
words. Of course, feel free to use your favorite Scripture passages or any other books or
tapes you may find helpful.
eo Pages 12-13 are blank in case you want to use them to jot a few notes.
Each day during the noon and evening meal I will show a video on nature with
instrumental music accompanying it on Channel 30. I hope that the videos will help you
focus on the extravagant gifts of God to us as you contemplate the vastness of this created
world with its beauty, its grandeur and its simplicity. If you tire of them or if the music is
bothersome, just turn them off, or turn off the music and watch the video by itself.
Whatever is helpful to you!
So, that gives you a sense of each day. I think you will find it more helpful in terms of
the overall retreat to concentrate on each day’s topic and its readings, rather than reading
ahead in the booklet.
May these days of retreat be special days of God’s grace to you. I pray for you the words
of Paul in his letter to the Ephesians, 3: 17-19:
I pray that Christ will make his home in your hearts through faith. I pray that you
may have your roots and foundation in love, so that you, together with all God’s
people, may have the power to understand how broad and long, how high and
deep, is Christ’s love. Yes, may you come to know his love — although it can
never be fully known — and so be completely filled with the very nature of God.
Rest now in the peace of God’s loving embrace.

MONDAY

MORNING CONFERENCE
MARCH 27,2000
WHO AM
I NOW?

The “Who Am I?” question is one which we struggle to answer all our lives, isn’t
it? From early childhood, through adolescence, at different times in our adult lives, and
especially in times of upset or transition or crisis, the question comes back to our
consciousness. And, I believe it is a question that we must continue to answer.
As we think about the question as an older adult, I think it is helpful to add the
“now” word to the question. Who am I now? It particularizes the question and forces us
to deal with the reality of who we are today. For who we are today is different from who
we were 20 years ago, 10 years ago, a week ago or even yesterday. And especially in our
later years, changes can happen overnight, as many of you are well aware.
I can’t answer the “Who am I now?” question for anyone else. Each of us must
answer it for ourselves, and I encourage you to think about it off and on during the course
of the day and to be very honest in your responses. But perhaps I can venture a guess at
what some of your responses might be and share those.
Perhaps some of you would respond: NOW

I am old, NOW

I’m ill, I am in pain;

NOW I have a lot of wrinkles, I must use a cane or a walker or an Amigo to get around.
NOW I can no longer walk unassisted, I have difficulty standing for any length of time, I
tire easily, and I’m so weak. NOW I am dependent on others for assistance, I must get
help to tie my shoes, even to open a milk carton. NOW I have poor eyesight, a loss of
hearing — and my memory isn’t what it used to be. NOW I am nearly helpless; I think I
am near death. “Who am [ now?” I am the last of my family, the last of my generation,
the only one from my band still living.
It’s pretty natural for our first thoughts to state the obvious. And to all of those
responses — as the TV game show host used to say — we could respond: “Good answer!”
But if you were a contestant on the new show, “Who wants to be a Millionaire,” that
game host would say: “Is that your final answer? Well, no, you might respond. To
answer the question “Who am I now?” I must also consider my feelings.
So those feeling responses might be: NOW I feel grateful that I can do as much as
I can do and that I am so well cared for; I am thankful that I have all the help I need, that
people visit and that I am still alive! Or perhaps you’d say, NOW I feel angry about my
diminishment and illness and limitations. I feel so lonely, stuck in my bedroom, unable
to get out and about like I used to. And, even worse, I feel so ashamed and guilty that I
feel this way!
NOW I feel fearful of what might lie ahead — I fear more illness, more pain and
loss, more grieving; I fear death. I feel bitter toward so and so who has always treated me

so poorly; I resent not being able to do all the things I once did — my ministry, visiting my
relatives and friends, traveling, going out to eat once in a while.
Yes, the simple question “Who am I now?” can trigger a range of responses of a
physical, intellectual and emotional nature, and I am sure I have named just a few. As
you think about the question today, you will no doubt come up with many more ways of
thinking about it.
As I said earlier, to complicate matters, each day we are in a different place in
terms of answering the question. I am sure you have all learned long ago that the only
thing we can count on in life is the fact that it is constantly changing. Each day as we
look in the mirror — if we are honest - we have to admit to our physical changes.
(Looking in the mirror can be quite a shock! I can’t believe all my gray hair and chins!)
But mirrors do not lie. Or if we hold a mirror to our feelings — if we are honest - we must
admit they exist. Mirrors do not lie, but we can sometimes deny what we see there. We
are also mirrors to one another.

We mirror to one another, who we once were, or what

we were once capable of — or, who we may become. And especially in the latter case,
when we see our sisters with dementia or helpless following a stroke, we ourselves may
become fearful and even shy away. But we must always remember that God is in reality.
What IS, is what transforms us.

There is no cure for the human condition, which is what

we have been talking about. Our reading on the feast of the Annunciation reminded us of
this: “Sacrifice and oblation you would not, but a body you have given me.” Evidently,
there is plenty of sacrifice associated with the body, as you well know!
Jesus came to free us from our unreal selves. Jesus accepted his fully human
condition and showed us how to be transformed by it. He accepted and endured pain,
suffering, rejection, humiliation, grief and finally death. Jesus calls us forth each day to
the human. He often called himself the Son of Man, which many Scripture scholars
translate as “the Human One.” No, there is no cure for the human condition, or, in other
words, we might say — there is no cure for life, which is what we are about from birth to

death. We sometimes think that the opposite of death is life, but actually the opposite of
death is birth. Life is what happens in between! Living is what we are about NOW.
But let’s return to the question “Who am I now?” Our responses have been in the
physical, intellectual and emotional levels, and by now, hopefully, you are saying — but
that’s not the final answer! And you’re so right! The final answer lies in the realm of our
faith life. For if we want to talk about reality, the reality is that who I am NOW is who I
have always been, who I always will be — a child of God, made in God’s image, created
to reflect God’s image.
Unlike our physical and emotional selves, this inner, sacred self does not change
daily, in the sense that I will awaken one day and be different in this regard. We will
always be gifted with God-self. This is the original blessing, which we tend to forget by
emphasizing original sin. God’s love for us will always be, and it will always be
unconditional. Certainly it does not matter to God that our physical, intellectual or
emotional selves are not 100% or diminished so as to be hardly functioning. Our

meditation psalm for today, Psalm 139, expresses so well how our God has been with us
from the beginning, knitting us in our mother’s womb. And the prayer that can be on our
lips after we read this passage is from another psalm: “Now that I am old and gray,
forsake me not.” We believe that God will never forsake us. As women who call
ourselves Sisters of Providence how could we ever believe otherwise? We have only to
remember the good times and the not-so-good times of our lives to know that all was gift
from a providential God. These are not words that have a hollow ring — or if they do,
then we really need to ask God’s grace to see all the circumstances of our lives, as
invitations to gratitude and invitations to growth.
“Who am I now?” at this deepest level? Catherine of Genoa had a simple oneliner: “My deepest me is God.” We can keep ourselves mindful of that in a very simple
way, each time we breathe. Each breath is an affirmation of the presence of God in
human life.

So, you may not be able to see well, or to hear well, or to walk, or even

to

think clearly, but until the actual moment of death, you will be breathing.... My deepest
me is that life-breath which is God. I believe strongly that our older years, especially,
invite us to become more and more conscious of this indwelling of God, more and more
awake to its awesome power within us.
In years of diminishment and loss, it is well to remind ourselves that the Biblical
tradition 1s not about perfection, accomplishments, competition, earning, proving
ourselves good. It is about awakening and realizing that the kingdom of God is within.
Jesus said it: “The Father and I are one. ... The kingdom of God is within you.” We are
not human beings trying to live a spiritual life; we are spiritual beings trying to live a
human life. We must come to know the holy self of which God speaks — that self
originally created in God’s image. The return to this eternal self-awareness is what life’s
journey is all about. All of our religious practices are geared to this awakening —
worship, fasting, spiritual reading, lives of sacrifice and service, prayer, this retreat..

Our

later years are especially filled with opportunities for this awakening, as we have to slow
down; we do have more time for this “inside job,” described as the most valuable work of

our lifetime, that can be far more rewarding and interesting than our lives of service.
But we cannot get trapped into thinking that this awakening is for ourselves alone.
It is a not a “feel good about myself” situation, even though I believe we must feel good
about ourselves, we must love ourselves, accept ourselves as we are, before we can truly

love God and love others. It is what the greatest commandment is all about: “Love the
Lord your God and your neighbor as yourself.” Love of self, belief in the sacred self, the
self created in God’s image, is fundamental to the human journey. One author even says:
“especially in sickness and diminishment we remain gifted and filled with God.”
Our vocation as Christians is to image God. We are called to be ministers of love,
kindness and peace. It is through these bodies of ours, regardless of their diminishment,
that love and kindness get spread around our world. Think of it! As you look around
your room, you can point to your bed, your tray table. But not there, not anyplace — can
you point to an object and say “that’s love,” “that’s kindness.” You can only point to
someone who does loving or kind acts, or who says loving and kind words. All of the

virtues — love, mercy, justice, patience, humility — have to be embodied.

The virtues

do not exist unless we release them into the world. Such is our self-limiting God who
makes the God-Self dependent on God’s own creation!
I invite you to reflect on “who you are now” as you go through this day. Who
you are now — physically, emotionally, intellectually — and to pray for the grace to face
whatever reality you find yourself in.
I invite you to reflect on who you are now — spiritually — and to pray for the
grace to reflect the God-self within you as you choose each day to embody and to mirror
God’s unconditional love, God’s mercy and kindness, God’s justice. As you choose each
day to be God’s face of providence in our world.

MONDAY

AFTERNOON CONFERENCE
MARCH 27,2000
WHO AM
I NOW?

This morning we reflected on the question, “Who am I Now?” We thought of our
physical selves, our intellectual and emotional selves and, most of all, about our spiritual

selves. Our final answer to the question was, I am of God, created in God’s image, loved
unconditionally every day of my life by my God. I am of God and called by God to
embody God’s love, mercy, and kindness in our world.
But sometimes, that reality— the knowledge and belief that God loves me — can
be blocked by other thoughts and feelings in the depths of our hearts. It is some of those
“blocks” that I want to propose for your consideration this afternoon.
A persistent block as we age, as we become ill and suffer physical limitations,
might be feeling a lack of self-worth. This lack of self-worth is often associated with the
fact that we are no longer doing. Your lives have been filled with doing, haven’t they?
You have lived lives of service, lives of ministry. You have always done for others — in
the classroom, in the parish, in the convent; for your families, your friends, other Sisters
of Providence. The culture of religious life is all about ministry and community. Even in
our retirement years, we continue to do this or to serve in that way.
Society, too, constantly feeds this way of thinking, and especially our United
States culture. Our society tends to equate success with what we have done: we award
degrees or certificates of achievement; we give trophies in sports; and we give higher
salaries to corporate executives. We value people who do things: the movers and the
shakers, we call them. We champion the work ethic. We even have a law in Oregon that
permits euthanasia. People who support euthanasia use the argument that because a
person is no longer able to do, not able to contribute to society, they are dispensable, of
no significance or worth. They obviously see no value in being, especially if a person is
suffering intensely or if there seems to be no bettering of one’s condition. For a long
time, we as a society, “pitied” persons with disabilities and, in effect, cast them aside as
worthless. It is only in more recent years that we stopped using the term disabled and
have begun to talk about “persons with disabilities,” which emphasizes the person rather
than his or her limitation.
All of these instances have a common thread — to overemphasize the importance
of doing and to overlook the importance of being. We can fall into that pattern of
thinking and can change our whole attitude about our self-worth and ourselves. We
might even find ourselves feeling angry or bitter that we cannot do. And this anger and
bitterness can eat into the depths of our soul. It is at those times that we need to give
ourselves a good talking to and to think positive thoughts about our own innate goodness
as a child of God. We need to say often to ourselves that God loves us just the way we
are. It has been said that we know God’s goodness and our own goodness simultaneously.

In other words, believing in God’s goodness, we believe in our own; believing in our own
goodness, we believe in God’s.
It is not easy to tie our sense of self-worth to being rather than doing. It is not
easy to think ourselves valuable apart from what we can do. But not only must we come
to that realization, we have to accept its reality day after day. I read an interesting
comparison about this tendency to equate our self-worth with doing. The author Jane
Marie Thibault spoke of it “as greed to be a giver.”
If we have always been on the giving end and always in control and one up on
any situation, it is very difficult when sickness all of the sudden casts us into the role of
receiver. It can cause us great anguish. If your soul is in anguish because you must now
be more receiver than giver, I offer you the consoling image of Jesus allowing his feet to
be washed by Mary Magdalene. Or the image of Jesus himself washing the feet of the
apostles and telling Peter: You are not a part of me if you do not allow this.” Interesting,
isn’t it? Allowing others to wash our feet, to let them care for us in the most intimate of
ways is how we can gift them, how we can let go of power and control.
Tuning into being is tuning in to the bottom line of who we are and to that part of
us that God loves, cares for, nourishes and cherishes.

As much as we don’t like to admit

it, God does not need what we do! Jesus never associated a person’s worth with the
person’s accomplishments — it was almost the opposite. Remember that he sought out
the poor, those in need of healing, and those who could do nothing for him in return.
This is part of the paradox of the Gospel — God always seems to value the opposite of
what we value.
Delighting in who are now, delighting in being is not easy. Nor am I suggesting
that by delighting in being that we just somehow become inert, helpless, unmoving and
unmoved. In the depths of our being, God dwells and that indwelling of God is what
moves our souls’ depth back out of ourselves. We can’t lead happy, joyful lives if we are
turned constantly in on ourselves, if we are constantly comparing, constantly wanting
things to be different than what they are, constantly judging, instead of letting that God
who dwells within show God-Self through us. Isn’t this what living is all about? Isn’t
this what kindness and a gentle spirit is all about? Isn’t this what a smiling, peaceful
countenance is all about? It is all about releasing the God who dwells within us into the
world so in need of its God!
In this respect —
creation. Creation has no
itself — its being — and
holiness. To image God,

being — John Shea suggests that we learn a lesson from
purpose outside of itself. Its reason for existence is to enjoy
to glorify God whose Sabbath presence permeates it with
that is our Christian vocation.

Another block to experiencing ourselves as loved by God is closely associated
with a lack of self-worth and that is the block called an unwillingness to forgive. This
can be the refusal to forgive ourselves for what we may have done years ago or for being
the kind of person we were years ago. We can carry that unwillingness to forgive

ourselves around with us like a brick or a bag of garbage — whatever image you want to
use — it weighs us down; it weighs heavy on our hearts; it weighs heavy on our souls.
And then, we find ourselves questioning God’s forgiveness.

Scripture scholars tell us that if we cut out of Scripture all the stories of God’s
forgiveness, we would lose 2/3 of the Bible. That’s encouraging and consoling at the
same time! Jesus was constantly revealing the desire of God to forgive — no matter the
offense. If you struggle with shame or guilt over the past, you are not allowing God’s
forgiveness to flood your being. Again, as with the “greed to be a giver,” I believe that
sometimes our struggle is with control. And who we are trying to control is God! Think
of it!
If you struggle with forgiving yourself, I urge you to think again of the wonderful
story about the sinful son and the prodigal father. Recall how the father is waiting for the
son’s return, every day hoping that this would be the day. Remember how he catches
sight of his boy and runs down the road to meet him and throws his arms around him in a
crushing hug. He doesn’t even allow the boy to say his prepared speech before he is
barking orders for a party. What a scene! We, too, must allow our God to throw arms of
forgiveness around us, so we can free ourselves from the past and concentrate on living
today. There is much truth in the little saying: Let go; let God.
Another block to living fully the truth of who I am now — the truth that I am of
God — is related to forgiveness of ourselves. It is the hanging on to memories of past
hurts and past rejections; hanging on to persons, situations, circumstances that have long
ago been finished or seemingly forgotten. By so doing, we allow these hurts to take up
residence in our hearts and souls, where they continue to gnaw at us and continue to
cause us pain and sorrow.
We’ve been reminded so often that hanging on to hurtful situations and bearing
grudges has absolutely no effect on the other person. In all probability, they have
forgotten the instance and moved on with their lives. Holding on to hurtful memories
harms us, harms our relationship with God and harms our relationship with others. It is
as if we erect a little fence around that corner of our souls and we are determined not to
allow the penetrating, healing grace of God to enter. But the sooner we let go and let
God into the space, the greater will be our inner peace. (Read “Taking Stock” from the
retreat booklet, associating it with memories, rather than things.)
So this afternoon, we have talked about “Who Am I Now?” from the perspective
of self-worth and valuing being over doing; from the vantage point of being receiver
rather than giver; and we’ve seen the blocks that not forgiving ourselves and holding on
to past hurts can be to living out the reality that my deepest me is God.
I’d like to close by using the first few lines of the Prayer to the Holy Spirit that we
have been praying for each other. As we do so, let us ask for the grace of knowing who
we are at the deepest part of ourselves and for the grace to let go and let God. (Read first
four lines).

TUESDAY MORNING CONFERENCE
MARCH 28,2000
WHO IS GOD NOW?
Yesterday we talked about the understanding we have of ourselves, physically,
emotionally, intellectually and spiritually. Just as our understanding of ourselves can
change with time, our understanding of God can and does change over the years. So we
ask ourselves today, “Who is God Now?” We might begin by giving the “final answer”
— that God is the same, yesterday, now and forever.

And of course, we would be

correct. Our way of relating to our God and our understanding of our God, however, is
not the same, yesterday, now and forever.
That is why our sense of self and a belief in our own self-worth is so important. It
forms the basis of everything else in our lives, including the way we relate to God. We
all have images of God. When we were young, most of us related to God in pretty
predictable ways, ways that we were even taught. The idea of a God who was an
exacting Judge was used at times to “keep us in line,” or to suggest that God was always
watching(perhaps our parents even told us this, so we would behave and give them a little
less grief). Our image of God might have been that of “scorekeeper,” carefully tallying
all our good acts and kind words, and just as carefully tallying our sins and all the times
we strayed from goodness and kindness. Both of these images — God as Judge, God as
Scorekeeper — had other side effects. We began to look on this kind of God as
threatening, angry, punishing and unforgiving. We began to look at living as “earning
our way to heaven,” or “doing something as a way to please God.” I know I did!
By this stage of your life, when the words of the psalm “70 is the sum of our
years, or 80 if we are strong,” ring true for you, I hope that you have long ago left behind
these kinds of images of God. I suspect that most of you have. It is very freeing to have
done so, isn’t it? Interestingly enough, I believe our image of God changes as we age
because we ourselves have changed from angry, threatening and controlling persons. Or
to put it in another way: “The God we allow is the God we have become” (Rohr). Who of
you has not said at some time or other: “I’ve really mellowed over the years.” Don’t you
feel that you are more loving, more accepting of other people than you were 10, 20 or 40
years ago? And are you able to image God now as loving, as total acceptance? The
longer we live, the more we can see our own human frailty and the more we can attribute
other’s actions to the human condition. I find myself saying often now, “What is this to
eternity?”

What is this slight, this inconvenience, this discomfort, this embarrassment —

to eternity?
“Who is God Now?” is a wonderful question to ponder! And Scripture is replete
with images of God that should make any heart skip a beat, let alone the hearts of elders
who are nearing the finish line. We heard one such image in this morning’s psalm
reflection from Psalm 131: “I am calm and tranquil like a weaned child resting in my
mother’s arms.” And another tender image from Hosea: “I led them with the cords of
human kindness, with bonds of love. I was to them like those who lift infants to their

cheeks. I bent down to them and fed them (11:4). (I think God really wanted me to
emphasize this image, for I inadvertently put it in the reflection booklet twice, on page 4
and on p. 5.)
These “parent images” suggest a God who longs for communion. Think of God’s
humility in waiting for our love and for the gift of ourselves. Julian of Norwich spoke of
“God’s astonishing courtesy toward us.” Our Self-limiting God never forces the Godself
on any of us. God waits for our response. God will never come uninvited; God waits for
our yes. Richard Rohr suggests that the notion of grace is the central theme of the Bible.
All is God’s favor — all is the result of God’s love — all is gift, is grace. Rohr further
states that until we let go of life as earning our way to heaven, and let go of the concept
of reward/punishment and of buying/selling our way, we will never understand God’s
grace and favor.
Mary understood it, didn’t she? Mary was total receptivity! Mary knew who she
was, accepted who she was and consequently, could recognize God’s grace when it was
offered to her. Notice she did not tell God she was unworthy. She simply said, “Be it
done to me according to your word.” What a prayer that is! We could spend the rest of
our lives trying to live it!
I’d like to talk a little about “receptivity.” One of the feelings you may be dealing
with as you age and grow weaker is that of feeling empty. Emptiness can be frightening.
Emptiness means we are vulnerable. During the empty times we often feel useless, nonproductive, worthless and perhaps even hopeless. It is so much more comfortable to be
full, to feel useful and productive! What if instead of thinking ourselves empty, we
thought of ourselves as being receptive? Ancient wisdom tells us that when clay is
molded into a vessel, it is only because of the space where there is nothing that it can
receive anything. If a vessel is full, nothing else can be put into it. In illness and
diminishment we can no longer be full, bursting with plans, preparations and activities.
We can no longer be full of our accomplishments or of a sense of our own importance,
for these have been stripped from us. But, oh, what an opportunity to be open to God.
We now have more space for God in our lives. We can use this emptiness as a time to
tend to our souls; we can open ourselves to that Holy Mystery we call God.
Besides Mary, two other great models in Scripture for this kind of receptivity are
Simeon and Anna. [I love that story. I like to think of it as a story of “being in the right
place at the right time.” Because Simeon was in the temple that day, open to what was
going on around him, he recognized “the Christ of the Lord.” Anna was there that day
and “came by just at that moment and began to praise God...and spoke of the Child to all
who were there.” It is important for us to think of the “temple” as not necessarily a
church setting, but anyplace where the “Holy Spirit prompts us to go” as he did Simeon;
anyplace where, if we are receptive, if we are empty, we will recognize the Lord. The
Child visits us daily in our bedrooms, in the hallways, as we encounter nurses, food

service providers and sister visitors or as we read the intensive prayer requests in the Day
by Day. It is only up to us to really be in that space and ready to receive Christ in the
other.

To see ourselves as receptive is to image God as Giver, it is to image God as
desirous for relationship, because giving and receiving go together as hand in glove. We
have experienced the gifts of God throughout our lives. We hear it said so often, “All is
gift.” If you have a hard time seeing your own existence and everything in it — body,
mind, family, friends, food, education, talents, religion — the Earth itself — as gift, what

is it that keeps you from seeing it? Why is there not constantly a song of praise in your
heart? God is both origin and giver of all that is (Thibault, 37).
And the greatest of God’s gifts is the fact that God dwells within each of us and
actually craves an intimate relationship with us. The primary purpose of life is to become
increasingly aware of the presence of the Father, Son and Spirit in the soul and of one’s
relationship with them. Thibault maintains “that the development of an intense, mutual,
love relationship with God is the primary spiritual task of the later life’(19). She further
states: “...those who are privileged to be experiencing late life have the challenge and the
opportunity to embark on a new vocation. That vocation is the call, the invitation to
experience the union of an ever-deepening love affair with God in this life. I am
convinced that God has saved the best for last” (20).
As you continue to ponder the question “Who is God Now?” beg the grace of
being receptive to all the insights that God will reveal to you about Godself. My prayer
for you is Paul’s prayer from Ephesians 3:14-19:
This, then, is what I pray (for you), kneeling before God.... Out of God’s infinite
glory, may God give you the power of the Spirit for your hidden self to grow
strong, so that Christ may live in your hearts through faith, and then, planted in
love and built on love, you will with all the saints have strength to grasp the
breadth and the length, the height and the depth, until knowing the love of Christ
which is beyond all knowing, you are filled with the utter fullness of God.

TUESDAY AFTERNOON CONFERENCE
MARCH 28, 2000
WHO IS GOD NOW?
This morning we talked about God’s desire for communion with us, God’s
leading us with bonds of love to God-Self. This afternoon I’d like to talk about our
desire for communion with God, and about our desire to respond to God’s leading us —
I’d like to talk about prayer.
When we speak of prayer, I think we must start by noting how our understanding
of prayer changes as we journey through life. Just as we change physically, emotionally
and spiritually through the years, and how we image God changes, so too does how we
relate to God in prayer change. You most likely do not pray today as you prayed when
you were a child, or when you were in the novitiate; I know I do not.
One of the most exciting things about prayer, I believe, is that there is no right or
wrong way to do it! Oh, we read about this method or that way of doing it as being the
way; or we hear the rosary pooh-poohed as “old fashioned” or the Liturgy of the Hours as
not creative enough; we hear that lectio divina is the way or that contemplatio is the way.
But think for a minute — if God made each of us different and if prayer is about our
communing with God, isn’t it natural that God would expect us to talk to God-Self out of
our own being? You relate to your cherished friends out of your own being. You aren’t
guarded in your conversation, because you speak from your heart. You don’t worry
about what words to say or if you are grammatically correct (although I have a friend
who’ll correct me if I’m wrong!); you just sit down and chat. Prayer is chatting with our
best Friend, with the God who knows us through and through and who loves us totally
and unconditionally. However you pray, whatever the method, if it works for you, use it!
Now with all that said, I'll talk about some methods of prayer that have worked
for others through the years, just in case you’re looking for some way to augment the
prayer that is already comfortable for you. If you are like me, the ways you’ve prayed for
years do kind of “wear thin,” or you just plain tire of them. For years, I used
Stuhlmueller’s seasonal set of Scripture reflections for the readings from daily Liturgy.
Then one day I decided I didn’t want to use them anymore and I almost felt guilty putting
them on the shelf! But they re still there and perhaps some day I'll go back to them;
perhaps I won’t.
Sometimes all we need to do to find a certain prayer method we’ve used for years
more meaningful is just to vary it a little. Take the Liturgy of the Hours, for instance.
It’s a prayer that is meant to be said in common, so when you find yourself praying it
alone in your bedroom day after day, perhaps you tire of it. Perhaps it would help to pray
only one of the psalms, but to pray it very slowly and reflectively. Perhaps as you read a
verse, like the one from this morning’s psalm — “like a weaned child in its mother’s
arms” — you can pause and pray for children who do not know the comfort of a mother’s
loving arms, or for unwed mothers, or single moms. So what if you don’t get all three

psalms read! Do you think God cares? Or are we the ones who “care,” who “worry” that
we might not please God. It goes back to the old image of God as “scorekeeper,” doesn’t
it? Even our speech about prayer betrays us at times. We’ve said “I have to get my
prayers in.” Or we have heard of sisters who prayed evening prayer in the morning to
“getitin.” This is the letter of the law; certainly not the spirit!
Or if the rosary 1s a meaningful prayer for you, yet you find yourself saying it
rather automatically and without too much thought, again it may be helpful to vary it.
Relate the reflection on the mystery to something that is real in your life. While
reflecting on the Agony in the Garden, for example, pray for all the people in the world
who may be in agony...perhaps mention specific instances before you pray each Hail
Mary (for abused women; for those in withdrawal from drugs; for those dying). Or,
something I sometimes do, when praying the Hail Mary and the last sentence: “Pray for
us sinners now and at the hour of death,” I substitute a name: Pray for Ken (that’s my
brother) now and at the hour of his death. Next Hail Mary: Pray for Peg (that’s his wife)
now and at the hour of her death. When it gets right down to it, there are only two
moments in our lives that we are sure about, aren’t there? ... now and the hour of death.

Will it take you longer to pray the rosary that way? Yes. Could it make it a little more
meaningful? Possibly. One thing you have lots of now is time, and the freedom to use it
to deepen your love affair with God!
Another important thing to keep in mind about prayer is that we must give the
other Person in the conversation a chance to get a word in edge wise. Sometimes I can
get so wordy when I pray...I’ve got so many intentions to pray for; I’ve got so many
prayers to “get in;” I have a whole routine to my prayer time, and I find it hard to deviate
from it. I forget that God may have something to say to me — some new insight, some
word that strikes home and makes me realize my pettiness or my crabbiness or my small
way of thinking. As important as “saying prayers” is — keeping still, being quiet,
silencing the words and putting aside our agendas is really at the heart of prayer.
A type of prayer that I think may be of special significance for the older person or
for those who find themselves without a lot of energy or with failing eyesight is centering
prayer. I have started rather recently to use it myself and I find it a very good way to
pray. The particular reason I like it is because it is prayer of being rather than a prayer of
doing. And it is about as simple as you can get (although I feel that some writers try to
make it somewhat complicated; I guess they can write a thicker book that way and get
more money!). Basil Pennington, ocso, suggests three simple steps: 1) Be in faith and
love with God who dwells at the center of your being (in other words, be still, be quiet;
move in to the center of your being); 2) use a little love word: let it be gently present,
supporting your being with God in faith-filled love (the word can be Jesus; Love; Jesus
my Love;) 3) whenever you become aware of other things — thoughts, memories or such
— use your little word of love to return to resting in God. Most centering prayer
“experts” suggest that 20 minutes be the period of prayer, two times a day, most often
morning and evening. I have succeeded in managing a morning period, but not an
evening one.

As I begin my period of centering prayer, I find it helpful to use a prayer by
Thomas Merton (it’s in your handout, p. 5 — I'll read it). The ending lines are, to me, the
crux of centering prayer: to be still, to let yourself be loved by God, just to be. I think of
centering prayer as just sitting with God and letting myself gaze at God and letting God
gaze back at me — in wordless wonder. The little love word I use is: God-Center, GodWomb. It keeps me centered in the depths of my being and reminds me that it is from the
Womb of God that all is born into my life and into my own being.
Also on page 5 in your booklet is a humorous little verse from a song album by
Miriam Therese Winter, csj. It presents another way of thinking about centering prayer.
I'll sing it! (I wish, I wish, I were a fish, the metaphor’s appealing. To live and love and
move in God in Whom I have my being.) That’s what centering prayer does for us. We
simply become one with the “water”... we become one with the God in whom we have
our being.
If you have not tried centering prayer, I hope you will. Try it for a few minutes at
first and then work up gradually to more time. You will find, I think, that you will adopt a
certain posture for this prayer (I sit, hands in my lap, eyes closed) and that even through
the course of the day, when you adopt that posture, it will again put you in touch with that
center wherein God dwells. For example, it happens for me when I go to liturgy. As
soon as I sit, I close my eyes and take the posture that I take for centering prayer and I am
once more in that space and in that moment. Even if the moment lasts for 15 seconds or a
minute, it is calming and quieting to my spirit. The same thing happens in the silence
after receiving Communion.
A few final thoughts on prayer... . We pray not to change God’s mind, but to
change ourselves; to cleanse our desires of selfishness; to accept whatever the illness or

the struggle or the difficulty that we are experiencing has to teach us. And don’t try to
grade yourself! You’ve all taught long enough to know that the teacher is the one who
grades the papers, not the students! In prayer, we are all students. Just keep at it and
leave the grading to the Master Teacher. When you pray, pray to be “filled with the utter
fullness of God.” Then the rest of your day will be the spilling out of that fullness —
love, joy, peace and kindness — into the lives of others.
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MARCH 29, 2000
WHY SUFFERING?
“Why suffering?” If I had the answer to that question I could have written a best
seller long ago and added big bucks to our Retirement Fund, couldn’t I? The question is
as old as humankind itself. The entire book of Job in the Bible was devoted to the topic.
Job explored the meaning of suffering, his “friends” gave him all sorts of reasons why he
was suffering and advice about what he should do, including cursing God! Finally, after
42 chapters of explanations and arguments and verbal debating, Job has his chat with
God and as he listens, 1s “reduced to silence.”

The lesson of the book becomes clear:

faith must remain even when understanding fails. Like Job, when we come face to face
with suffering — our own, a family member, a catastrophe in our world — we come face
to face with mystery and the more we struggle to explain it, the more confused we get!.
Ever since the Genesis story of Adam and Eve we have been invited to give up
our need to know, our need for answers, but it is a hard lesson to learn, isn’t it! In

suffering, we must come to bear the mystery and enter the pain. The mystery that is
suffering is something we can never understand fully, but that does not mean that we
cannot profit by probing its presence in our lives and examining our attitude toward it.
Jesus is our model here as in all things. Jesus did not give his followers a lot of
answers and certitude either. Jesus gave his followers a journey, a walk, an invitation to
follow him (Rohr). And you, dear sisters, who suffer your illnesses day in and day out,
have taken up that journey, that way of the cross.
In the garden, as Jesus became aware that he would be handed over to the chief
priests, he prayed, “Father, not my will, but Thine be done.” We must never interpret
that prayer of Jesus as the Father somehow wanting Jesus to suffer...or even worse, that
God wants us to suffer or to have pain. The best interpretation of that Scripture that I
have heard is this: The Father willed long before that the Word become flesh and take on
human nature in the person of Jesus. God's will was that Jesus enter fully the human
condition with all its frailty and vulnerability. And the Father was not going to step in
with any kind of miracle that would short-circuit Jesus’ living out his humanness and
being subjected to the humanness of others who chose to inflict pain and death upon him.
So Jesus in the garden is in effect saying, “Father, I accept the fullness of my humanity
and the inhumanity of others.”
This can be the prayer of any one of us when we have pain and suffering. None
of us wills pain and suffering unless we are mentally unbalanced in some way. But we
pray for the grace to accept our human condition, our powerlessness over whatever
disease or pain we endure. Oh, we still do everything we can to minimize the pain or the
suffering; that, too, is making full use of whatever remedies the human mind has
developed for us. But we know those remedies often just give temporary relief, if any at
all. The pain is such that we cannot fix it, control it, explain it or understand it. In the

end it is a question of acceptance, of surrender, an admission that we are powerless in the
face of it. It would be nice to have the certitude of words and logical explanations, but
we have only the fact that Jesus took on flesh and that is, in fact, another part of the
mystery!
The paschal mystery is about life coming through suffering and death. God in
Jesus leads us to the cross. Richard Rohr says that “all themes of suffering crescendo
here” and “that the cross is the great interpretive key of history.” How many times in our
lives have we known that to be true. Out of terrible, horrific tragedies comes new life.
When confronted with the dailyness of pain and suffering, as you are, it is never easy to
say God is in this, even in this! Anything we suffer, God is participating in it with us.
The love of God for us is such that God’s love demands that God be wherever God’s
creation is. Instead of hating the pain, we have to hold it until it transforms us. Again,
this is not to say that God wills the pain and the suffering. One finds the gift not in the
event itself, 1.e., not in the pain and the suffering, but by looking for the meaning in the
event.

We come again to the mystery of suffering. It is hard to give up our demand to
know. And most of the time we will never know why something happened —why we fell
and broke a hip, why we have painful arthritis, why a stroke left us paralyzed, why we
have a heart condition, why we are so weak or dizzy, why we experience an absence of
God when we so desperately need a sense of God’s presence — but we can always open
ourselves to learn from the event. Our spiritual practices will not “save” us from pain or
confusion, but they will help us to become fully alive and present to it and provide us
with the tools to process seemingly meaningless pain into a growthful experience of the
sacred or of greater self-awareness.
Henri Nouwen develops a wonderful theme in one of his sets of tapes, “The
Spirituality of Waiting.” I’d like to share some of his thoughts, as I think they relate well
to our topic of suffering. Nouwen suggests that our lives are a vocation to action and
passion. Action he equates with waiting for God and passion he equates with the waiting
of God. “Waiting for God” is usually the longer portion of our lives when we are agent
and initiator, when we are do-ers, when we wait for God to break into our lives with

something new and then we do something, we act with God’s grace.
Nouwen suggests that the handing over of Jesus in his passion divided his life
radically. In Jesus’ passion, he is no longer the initiator or the agent of change and
miracles and healing, but rather, the one to whom things are done. Each of us in our
vocation to passion is called upon to let “being acted upon” bring us in touch with new
life. We are, each of us, acted upon by circumstances beyond our control, by other

people, by the human condition, by the reality of an illness. And much depends on how
we re-act, how we respond. The waiting of God, then, at this passion time of our lives, is
God’s waiting for our response. God waiting — it’s a pretty mind-boggling concept,
isn’tit! But God does indeed wait for our response, because God never forces us. God
has given us free will and God never chooses for us.

When in your lives have you been “acted on” more than now! You are indeed in
the passion part of your lives. You are living out those words of Jesus to Peter: “I tell
you solemnly, when you were young (and when you were healthy), you put on your own
belt and walked where you liked (you were in the action part of your life); but when you
are old (and especially when you are ill and dependent on the care of others) you will
stretch out your hands, and somebody else will put a belt round you and take you where
you would rather not go (and some days that could be to the shower!). In these words
Jesus indicated the kind of death (martyrdom) by which Peter would give glory to God.
After this Jesus said, “Follow me.” (John 21:18).

As I said earlier in this talk, Jesus does

not give us answers or certitude, but rather a journey, a walk, an invitation to follow him.
It is by accepting the daily martyrdom of suffering that we, too, give glory to God.
In all of this — the suffering and pain of illness, of the loss of control, of
dependence on others, of being led where we really do not want to go — our God reveals
God-Self as one who waits for our response. Sometimes our response may be gracious
acceptance and we are able to reach into the lives of our caregivers and visitors as models
of patience and pleasantness. At other times, our response may be of anger or frustration.
But our God scoops us up, whatever our response, and reveals Godself always as a God
of love and compassion. Sometimes all we can do is rest in those everlasting arms,
knowing that God knows and accepts us especially in our helplessness and weakness,
when we let God be God for us. Perhaps, with God’s grace, we may even come to
celebrate our uselessness, as the beginning of the “uselessness” of our unending life with
God in eternity. May it be so for each of you!
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WHY SUFFERING?

This morning I talked about suffering. It may surprise you that this afternoon’s
topic is joy and to see flowers, balloons and party items along with the crucifix in our
prayer space! I don’t believe I would have paired suffering and joy if I had not come
across a wonderful book by Bishop Robert Morneau. Most of what I say this afternoon
will come directly from the ideas in his book.
The book’s title, Life in Abundance — Growing in Joy, is from the wonderful
words of Jesus recorded in John’s gospel: “I came that you may have life, and have it
abundantly” (John 10:10). Joy is spoken of in the same breath as “life in abundance”
because definitions of joy relate to being glad, to taking delight in something or to
experiencing great pleasure. Morneau, always the teacher, begins with his own
definition: “The virtue of joy is a habitual action that leads to the enlargement of life for
oneself and others in that its expansive energies give us zest in living and hope in dying”
(16). (That’s a mouthful!) I prefer a much shorter definition by George Bernanos, author
of “The Diary of a Country Priest,” who says “Hope takes flesh in the virtue of joy.”
Providence women often speak of providence and hope in the same breath, so we could
just as easily say “Providence takes flesh in the virtue of joy.” Joy, like love, has to be
embodied. As I said the other day about love or about any of the virtues, you cannot
point to joy as you point to your bed or the nightstand. But you can point to a joyful
person.
But, you are perhaps saying, I still do not get how suffering and joy are
connected. Well, Morneau suggests that the connection is so profound that he calls
suffering the sibling of joy; they are sisters, they are brothers. He states that without its
sibling suffering, joy is almost impossible to comprehend. As we said this morning,
since Adam and Eve’s choices, being human means that we suffer; suffering is just part
and parcel now of the human condition. “Suffering becomes tolerable,” says Morneau,
“only when we balance it with joy. The habit of the virtue of joy allows us to see through
the suffering to the good. The virtue of joy urges us to give attention to the deep flow of
God’s amazing, reassuring, strengthening grace. ... He says, suffering has a way of
either thrusting us into the arms of God’s loving embrace — true joy — or luring us into
despair” (20-21).
Anne Frank, whose life was certainly surrounded by fear and misery and
persecution, wrote in her diary, “I don’t think of all the misery, but of the beauty that still
remains. ... Look at these things, then you find yourself again, and God, and then you
regain your balance” (184). I think she was on to something! It’s so true, isn’t it? If you
dwell on your misery, if you dwell on your loss of hearing or your loss of mobility, you
tend to sink deeper and deeper into the misery. But what if you think of the beauty that
yet remains! What beauty, you say?! Oh my! The beauty that surrounds you still: the
beauty of your friendships, the beauty of a spring day like this one, the beauty of caring
hands and soothing lotions, the beauty of a child’s smile or the laughter emerging from
the nurse’s station; the beauty of sight, the beauty of sounds; the beauty of God’s creation

revealed in the simplest plant leaf or the most intricate spider web; the beauty of the life
you live, the countless people you have touched in your lifetime and still touch today.
Morneau also suggests that we are capable of “growing joy” and of keeping the fires
of joy burning in our hearts. He even gives us four ways to do it.
1. Cultivate Wonder. “The joyful person has a deep down delight in the sure
presence of God in all the circumstances of life.” He suggests that we pay
attention to what feeds the senses. ..in other words, pay attention to the beauty that
remains.

Pay attention to sights, sounds, touch, and fragrances.

Celebrate. Any sign of life is cause for celebration and joy! Why are we so
attracted to babies and toddlers and puppies? Because they are so full of life!
Discipline. Morneau is not talking here about self-control or the discipline we
associate with Lenten practices! He equates discipline with taking the attitude of
a learner or a disciple, by attentively learning from the life that surrounds us, and
saying “yes” to it.
Good Memory. “Joy is lost when we forget that we are surrounded by God’s
extravagant blessing and when we fail to exercise this virtue as occasions arise.”
Morneau’s insights in this regard are very practical. When he’s talking about
paying attention to what feeds your senses, he advises to go out into the air or
sunshine or to slowly eat a slice of bread or an orange. Or (and this is where good
memory comes in) if you can’t go out or if eating is inconvenient, use your
memory to recollect air, sun, sea, and bread.

He says, especially in times of

illness, we are well advised to draw near these everlasting elements. (That’s one
of the reasons I am showing the nature videos during your meal times — so you
can draw near, even vicariously, to these everlasting elements of Earth and sea

and air and sunshine!) In regard to good memory, I was also thinking of our
sisters with memory loss. A real gift of joy you might bring to them is this “good
memory” — recalling for them God’s extravagant blessing and the beauty that
surrounds them.
For whatever reason, our ordinary understanding of joy seems to exclude illness or
disappointment or failure. If we see a joyful person, we sometimes think “wouldn’t that
be nice — to have no worries, no concerns, no aches or pains.

We think that life for them

is just the proverbial bowl of cherries. Is it that? Or is it that somehow the person has a
deep sense of God’s presence in all things and a deep sense that the Risen Christ is
always for us and with us and that just recalling that presence once again re-establishes
joy in the heart.
If you want to read about joy spend some time with Paul’s letter to the Philippians.
Paul was in prison and in the shadow of death when he wrote it, not exactly the place or
circumstances we think of when we think of joy! Yet, Paul was convinced of God’s
powerful grace and presence with him. Evelyn Underhill calls joy “the very color of
holiness” and reminds us that the saints are joyful people even in the midst of great
tribulations. Morneau writes a beautiful prayer about that analogy:
God, our divine artist,
color our days with holiness,

the perfection of charity.
Then we will be a joyful people,
and we will look redeemed.
Do not let us live drab existences,

but rather be filled with enthusiasm
and exuberant about life (39).
I love that line: “Then
How often we see people who
going on inside of us. As the
Morneau asks: “If you would
tombstone, then what are you

we will be a joyful people and we will look redeemed.”
don’t look redeemed! Our countenances betray what’s
old spiritual goes: “How can I keep from singing?”
want the phrase “bringer of joy” etched into your
doing and how are you ‘being’ so as to deserve it?”

If the sibling of joy is suffering, then Morneau suggests that joy’s first cousin is
gratitude. There is a saying: “Gratitude is a memory of the heart.” Instead of thinking
about what you lack or what you are no longer are able to do, concentrate on what you do
have and what you are still able to do — and be thankful, for all is gift. And God has
gifted us Sisters of Providence with blessing upon blessing! I'd like to close with a
reading by Anne Sexton, which is a simple and beautiful expression of this kind of joy
and gratitude:
There is joy
in all:
in the hair I brush each morning,
in the Cannon towel, newly washed,

that I rub my body with each morning,
in the chapel of eggs I cook
each morning,
in the spoon and the chair
that cry ‘hello there, Anne’
each morning,
in the godhead of the table
that I set my silver, plate and cup upon
each morning.
All this is God
right here in the pea-green house
each morning
and I mean, though often forget,
to give thanks,
to faint down by the kitchen table
in a prayer of rejoicing
as the holy birds at the kitchen window
peck into their marriage of seeds.
So while I think of it,
let me paint a thank-you on my palm
for this God, for this laughter of the morning,
lest it go unspoken.

The joy that isn’t shared, I’ve heard,
dies young. (Morneau, 78-79)
My prayer for you today is “may your joy not die young,” but may it ever be
shared with one another and with all God’s people.
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WHAT ABOUT DEATH?
In a way, death presents the same type of topic as suffering. It too is a mystery. It
too defies answers. Death is something we have experienced, but only in terms of others.
We have sat with our parents and have lost loved ones and friends to death; we know
what it is to grieve, but we ourselves have never experienced death. Oftentimes what we
have never experienced, we fear. Perhaps as one year flows into another, as you become
weaker and more tired day by day, you find yourself thinking about death. Perhaps
wearied with illness and debilitation, you find yourself even more and more yearning for
death, uttering as your prayer the words of Simeon: “Now, Master, you can let your
servant go in peace.”
Death, for all its mystery and for all that we do not know about it, is the most
natural thing in the world. Death is a normal part of life. The pattern of dying and rising
surrounds us in nature. This beautiful season of spring constantly reminds us that the
seed in the earth had to die, had to experience winter’s seeming inactivity, in order to
become something else, the beautiful flowers or vegetables of spring. The more we can
think of death as natural, as real, as the inevitable bridge to new life, the more we can be

counter-cultural to our society which tends to think of death as morbid, as something to
be avoided, as something to escape and to fear.
Yes, death is the natural rhythm of all created reality. If Adam and Eve had not
sinned, would death be missing? No, says John Shea. What would be missing would be
the overwhelming anxiety we bring to death. Yes, humanly speaking, perhaps death does
not make sense. We know from our own experience with the loss of loved ones, the
terrible vacuum that death creates. The only thing that can fill that vacuum is our faith
and trust. The shadow of death may continue to be our companion throughout life, but its
dominion over us has been broken. Because of Jesus, our death is no longer just the
termination of our earthly life, but it is the door to eternal life. What glorious wonders
our loving God must have awaiting us!
I mentioned the other day our tendency to think of death as the opposite of life,
but that actually, the opposite of death is birth — life is what happens between the two!
But death is like a shadow, a steady companion of life. Did you ever as a child try to get
away from your shadow? You soon realized it couldn’t be done. Death is a shadow. It’s
always there, at the edges of our consciousness, but perhaps we need to bring it more to
the forefront of our consciousness. We gladly embrace and discuss life. Maybe we need
to embrace and discuss its companion — death.
In preparing this talk I read some very interesting material on death and dying.
One such book was by Joseph Sharp entitled “Living Our Dying.” He brings to the book
an interesting set of credentials: he is chaplain to terminally diagnosed patients and he
himself is a long-time survivor of AIDS. I could not argue with his thesis: that by

maintaining a sensitive awareness that our time on Earth is limited, we can
daily living. He believes strongly that repressing thoughts of death makes
vital and that coming to terms with our dying enables us to live more fully
exuberantly. Sharp cultivates life’s preciousness through an awareness of
author that he quotes, Michel De Montaigne, has this to say:

enrich our
our living less
and
death. An

To begin to deprive death of its greatest advantage over us, ... let us deprive it of
its strangeness; let us frequent it, let us get used to it; let us have nothing more
often in mind than death. ... We do not know when death awaits: so let us wait
for it everywhere. To practice death is to practice freedom.
We can “practice death” in the simplest of ways. One way is to think of change
and dying as the same process. Change is all around us, and who of us, has not
experienced some changes in our lives as a form of dying, a form of loss. Think of the
change in your health and label it as dying. A green leaf turns yellow; in a sense it is in a
dying process. Changes that we have experienced over the years — a move from one
mission to another, a change in ministry, a change from living at Owens or Providence to
living in Lourdes or Karcher, even a birthday or an anniversary — can all be thought of
as moments of dying. And at the same time, they can be movements into a greater
experience of life and of self. Some of you have spoken to me of that very experience.
In the infirmary you have gained a greater experience of life and of self. And you
wonder at the mystery, the paradox of it! We have the wonderful image of the butterfly
emerging from the deadness of the cocoon to remind us that it is possible to live our
dying.
I hope you do not feel morbid or fearful as you say to yourself, “I’m dying now.”
That sentence is not any more true for you than it is for me. If truth be told, we could
have uttered it the day we were born! As soon as we start living, we start dying. And I
think we are doing more than just playing word games here. We are suggesting a stance
toward living. What a difference it would make on how I relate to people if I started each
conversation with that thought in mind — “I’m dying now.” The banner in our prayer
space usually hangs in our home at St. Ann’s. The simple words, “What is this to
Eternity” serves to remind us of how petty some of our judgments can be or how small
my impatience or unkind words when seen from the perspective of — “I’m dying now”?
“I’m dying now” gives perspective on just how dear life is and that every moment
is delicate. Near death survivors often seem to return to living with greater enjoyment.
Perhaps it is because they have looked through the window of death and discerned what
is truly important in life: to live life fully, deeply, meaningfully — for as long as it lasts.
Each day we live, we must plan to live.
If we fear death, it may help to think
to us. Sister Rose Dolores wrote this about
sister) will accept death as a means to union
stepping from among her sisters on earth to

of images of death that have been presented
a sister on the threshold of death: “(The
with God. Her final act is one of community,
the company of her sisters in heaven. Her

final achievement is a Christian passover through death to glory.” We can find
consolation in Psalm 121 read this morning over the PA: “God shelters you from all evil,
securing your life. God watches over you near and far, now and always.”
One of the greatest gifts of my life as a Sister of Providence was to be the
provincial in Sacred Heart Province and to be at the bedside of our sisters who were
actively dying (the phrase used now by hospice workers). I had that privileged position
for over 175 sisters. It still humbles me to have witnessed the last moments of that many
sisters as they journeyed to God. Talk about gift! The most consistent thing about all
those experiences was this: there was an indescribable peace as they let go of life. There
was an indescribable power in the breath by breath ebbing away of life, until (as the
priest said at Sister Marlene’s funeral) the sister arrived breathless at the finish line.
Sisters, the finish line is the place where we fall into the arms of everlasting Love.
And I predict we will say that beautiful line from the Easter Exultet: “O Death, where is
your sting!” And we will be immediately surrounded, and really know for the first time
the communion of saints — our parents, our siblings, former students, colleagues, all
Sisters of Providence who have gone before us, Blessed Mother Theodore, Mary ...
they’ll all be there and we will be thus surrounded for all eternity.
I’d like to conclude with a story Henri Nouwen tells. He once met a famous
German trapeze artist, Rodleigh, who often performed with Joe, his “catcher,” as he
called him. Nouwen relates:
“How does the act work?” Nouwen asked. ‘The secret,” Rodleigh said, ‘is that the

flyer does nothing and the catcher does everything. When I fly to Joe, I have
simply to stretch out my arms and hands and wait for him to catch me and pull me
safely over the apron behind the catcher.” “You do nothing!’ I said, surprised.
‘Nothing,” Rodleigh repeated. ‘The worst thing the flyer can do is try to catch the
catcher. I am not supposed to catch Joe. It’s Joe’s task to catch me. If I grabbed
Joe’s wrists, I might break them, or he might break mine, and that would be the

end of both of us. When Rodleigh said this with so much conviction, the words of
Jesus flashed through my mind: ‘Father, into your hands I commend my Spirit.’
Dying is trusting in the catcher. To care for the dying is to say, ‘Don’t be afraid.
Remember that you are the beloved child of God. (God) will be there when you
make the long jump. Don’t try to grab (God); (God) will grab you. Just stretch
out your arms and hands and trust, trust, trust.”” (166-67)
So, my dear sisters, I invite you to rest in that image — to pray for the kind of
trust that will enable you “now and at the hour of death” to let go and to let God catch
you.

THURSDAY AFTERNOON CONFERENCE
MARCH 30, 2000
WHAT ABOUT DEATH?
This morning I talked about “living our dying” and thinking often of the phrase
“I’m dying now,” not to conjure up feelings of depression or morbidity, but to help us to
live our lives more fully. I’d like to start this afternoon’s conference by sharing a story
written by Joseph Sharp whom I mentioned to you this morning (the chaplain to
terminally ill patients and himself a long-time survivor of AIDS.) Joseph wrote this in
answer to the question, “what train are you on?” (You may want to close your eyes and
visualize yourself on a train.)
A train towards, headlong towards death. It’s not true when someone says, “Aren’t we
all dying? We re dying from the moment we re born after all. ... So were all terminal
here.” No, it’s not true that statement. Though correct in intellectual fact, most of us
don’t know “I'm dying” in our hearts. In our hearts and emotional lives, we certainly
don’t. Ididn’t. I'm just beginning to learn “I'm dying now. And I still forget. If I'm on
a train, it’s a train called “The Dying Express.” Which is also “The Living Express.” If
I'm an activist about anything, it’s about living our dying.
We run from dying. We separate it off. It’s over there. In the hospital. In the hospice.
In the old-folks home. Shh ... don't tell the children. Lower your voice. Keep it in the
closet. Whatever you do, don’t invite “it” in. So my train is to invite your dying — yours
and mine — back into the daily marrow of our lives. I am dying now. Look at me. Iam
dying now.
I am dying now. Iam dying now. Iam dying now. The rhythmic choog-a-choog-achoog-a-choog-a-choog of the journey, the wheels along the track. I-am-dying-now. Iam-dying-now. Living-now. Dying-now. Choog-a-choog-a-choog. Living-now. Dyingnow. One-process-now. One-moment-now. I-am-living-now-dying-now-living-now-mydying-now.
The train whistle blows, screeching what no one wants to hear. We fear it. I fear it too
sometimes. But were on the train regardless. We can’t get off. I can’t get off.
So I'm an activist and I'm living my dying. (Or is that not putting it in true activist
language. Okay, yea, I'm just dying now.) I'm dying now. Be with that truth. Open.
Scream. Rage. Accept. Whatever. But be with it, authentically be with that! I'm dying
now.
If we re political activists, our train is often to deny this dying. After all, the dead can’t
vote. (Or can they?) As healers, we deny our dying as “failure.” As a community, we
deny our dying in order to “give hope.” Oh, we say, our (illness) is not a wake-up call to
dying, just a change in lifestyle. Don’t panic. It’s not such a big deal. Deny your fear,
don't open that door! We pretend that we can live the same old, slightly modified, life ...

with our same old, slightly modified, goals and dreams. We pretend. We with cancer, we
with old age, we with AIDS, we with all kinds of diseases, conditions, addictions,
ailments — we pretend. It’s just a “change in lifestyle.” An “adjustment.” I wonder
what would happen if all of us who were diagnosed in some way, and all of us who know
someone who is diagnosed — all of us — suddenly decided to soften our hearts and open
our minds courageously to “I’'m-dying-now, I'm-dying-now”? How would that change
our world? How? — if we let its truth enter our guts and lived with it for a while? What
would our world be like if you and I and everyone embraced I’'m-dying-now.
Yes, a new form of activism. Awakening to our dying. It’s a train of different priorities.
It begins right here, right now. Why not awaken to the ride?
I’'m-dying-now. I'm-dying-now. Living-now. Dying-now. Living-now. Dying- now.
Choog-a-choog-a-choog. One-process-now. One-moment-now. I-am-living-now-mydying-now.
Now-living-now-my-dying-now.
I found that a powerful reflection and I hope you did to! I could probably end the
conference now, but I would like to carry this analogy of “being on a train” one step
further and speak about baggage. It occurred to me that if we are to really “live our
dying” then we have to be on the train without a lot of baggage, because baggage can
slow us down. I’m sure each of you has struggled with heavy suitcases when you
traveled.

Of course, now they have those bags with wheels, so it’s much easier, but even

dragging those along behind you when you have just a few minutes to make a connection
can slow you down.
What is some baggage that we may be carrying, that may be slowing us down in
our living? Let’s unpack the suitcase and see! Our suitcase could be loaded with
memories that continue to cause us pain, that continue to rancor us, that through the years
have left us bitter or angry or determined not to speak to someone. The suitcase could
contain words or deeds that we are ashamed of, that we regret ever saying or doing. The
suitcase could have hurts from loving relationships gone sour, memories of hurts suffered
at the hands of parents, relatives or siblings. The suitcase might contain feelings of anger
that you are in Karcher, having to share a room, having limited privacy or that you are in
Lourdes when you feel that you are still capable of managing independently. The more
of these kinds of feelings and hurts we pack into the suitcase, the more burdened we
become. We may even have two or three suitcases that we’re trying to drag around with
us!
Picture yourself sitting in the train with all that baggage around you! What
happens? You find yourself not able to ignore it! You may even open the suitcase to
make sure that something you thought you put in it is still there! You begin to guard all
that baggage to make sure that none of it gets taken or lost! With all that by your side,
you can’t move freely around the train of living-dying. Your heart and mind and soul

become weighed down with it all! Sisters, life is too short to continue to drag all that
baggage around with you. Get rid of it! You need to take the whole suitcase, go to the
platform of the train and pitch it over the side of the railing. And experience the freedom
it gives. It will give a lightness of heart, the freedom of letting go, and room in your heart
and mind and soul for God’s fullness of life and love to enter in.
It 1s helpful in this letting go of past shame and hurts to think about time. The
wonderful thing about time is that we can experience it as multidirectional and not just as
linear. Linear time is chronological time. I was born in 1939, last year I had my 60™
birthday. And I can’t do anything to change that. I don’t say, “Well, I’ve thought about
it and I’ve decided that I was born in 1949. I like the thought of being 50 much better
than being 60.” In linear thinking, we think of a past event as happening and as being
irreversible. We think that we cannot change it. And on one level this is true. And
because we think we can’t change things, we choose instead to stick them in the suitcase
and continue to drag them around with us.
But spiritual insight suggests that at these times we use the multidimensional
sense of time. We can go back in our thoughts to the past, or ahead to the future.
Spiritual insight can interpenetrate the past and give it new meaning. We can heal those
memories as we harvest our lives in old age. We can discover that life’s “irritants” have
produced the real successes of our mature years. We can learn to revisit the sorrows and
hard times in our lives and say yes to them for the wisdom they imparted. By confronting
the past, we can discover how much we have gained from apparent losses. We can glory
now in what we then thought to be personal failures. So, perhaps you may feel that you
need to unpack the suitcase before you throw it off the train. That’s fine! You can throw
things off the train one at a time. Just don’t put stuff back in the suitcase. Or, you may
be ready to fling the whole suitcase away!
As you think about your suitcase, it may be helpful to reflect again on “Taking
Stock” on page 2 of your handout (read aloud). As you reflect and continue to pray
today, let us ask for each other God’s grace to live our dying without the baggage of
anger or bitterness or guilt or shame. Let us revel in God’s unconditional forgiveness and
love.

FRIDAY MORNING CONFERENCE
MARCH 31, 2000
WHAT

ABOUT LIVING?

This past week we have reflected on several topics. We have talked about self
and the importance of self-acceptance and our vocation to mirror God — to let God’s
light shine through us; about God and prayer; about suffering and joy; and yesterday
about living our dying. Today we come to the last, but certainly not the least of our
topics. In a way, today is the most important day, because all of the things we’ve
reflected on get put into practice in the living out of each day. So, what about living?
What about this day, this moment, this Friday, March 31, which God has given me and
which God intends me to use according to God’s will.
I’d like to begin by a little digression and examine that phrase “God’s will.” It
really bothers me when I hear people use that phrase at the most inappropriate times. A
child dies and you hear: that was God’s will, as if that is supposed to comfort the parents!
Or we hear ourselves mouthing “If God wants me to suffer this way, I'll offer it up.” It’s
certainly all right to “offer it up,” but let’s not explain the unexplainable by always
resorting to the phrase, “It’s God’s will.” God does not will the death of an infant; God
does not will your cancer, or your broken hip or your memory loss!
Sometime when you have time on your hands and want to have an interesting
exercise, look through the gospels and find where Jesus says anything about his Father’s
will. What will you find? You will find that the Father’s will is most often linked with
love and loving. It is the Father’s will that we love one another, it is the Father’s will that
not one of these little ones be lost, it is the Father’s will that we be fully human as God
created us, it is the Father’s will that we live life to the full.

And notice, Jesus does not

qualify that: he did not say, “live life to the full” (as long as you are in good health); or
“live life to the full” (as long as you live at Providence or Owens); or “live life to the
full” (as long as you are calling the shots and you are in control). So, somehow, God
must expect us to have life in abundance no matter the circumstances. How do we do it?
We do it by conscious living.
The Psalm prayed this morning is a wonderful one to reflect on, because it does
not leave us off the hook, it does not suggest that we just go through the motions, but not
really live. We prayed: “Do not leave me, O God, now that I am old and gray.” And then
a punch line — “I can still recount to a new generation your power and strength. I will
sing out with joy, sing of how you saved me. From morning to night I will trumpet your
goodness.” Sisters, have you ever thought of yourselves as a word from God? You are!
You are a word that reminds the rest of us that just to be gives honor and glory to God
and that God sustains and cares for us not according to our accomplishments, but
according to God’s all embracing love. God does not need anything we say or do or
think to work through us and to influence others. You know, God did not create us as
human doings, but as human beings. That is all God ever wants from us. God uses
powerlessness, if we but let God do it.

I believe a helpful guide for living is what spiritual writers call “the sacrament of
the present moment.” We’ve heard that phrase many times over the years, but it certainly
bears repeated reflection. One needs to savor each moment of the journey, for the
journey is all we have! The daily-ness of life can sometimes have us looking for some
rare and perfect tomorrow that is never going to come. There is a prayer in your handout
that begins “Normal day, let me be aware of the treasure you are...” The normal day,
today, is all any of us has. In order to be aware of that treasure, I believe we must “Pay
Attention.” Mary Oliver has said, “I don’t exactly know what a prayer is, but I do know
how to pay attention.” Another quote I heard was, “Attention is the natural prayer of the
soul.” Indeed each moment is meant to be a sacrament — something given us by God to
reveal God to us, but we’ve got to “Pay Attention.” When an old Zen master was asked
to reveal the three ways to spiritual enlightenment he said, “The first is, Pay attention!
The second way is, Pay attention! And the third is, Pay attention!”
I have also heard the spirituality of the present moment described as a spirituality
of limits. Certainly, the present moment does have definite limits. It is not the past and it
is not the future.

It is now and truly, that now is all any of us has, isn’t it? God asks us to

live in the present; that is the only moment we are asked to consecrate and redeem. We
must always be alert and pay attention because it is the unplanned and the surprises that
reveal God in our lives. Isn’t that the way it is for you? You chance to meet someone in
the hall just when you needed a word of comfort or a bit of information? And of course,
we know nothing is “by chance” — it is all by Providence!
If something stirs your soul — a beautiful sunrise or sunset, a vase of fresh-cut
flowers; a poem or a passage from a book or magazine, the smell of an orange, the waft
of a gentle breeze, the kind counsel of a friend — take special note, for these stirrings are
of God. These are all the ways that God uses to assure us that we have life and have it in
abundance.
Oprah was pitching a book the other day entitled “Seat of the Soul” by an author
named Zukav. I’ve not read the book (and I usually never get home in time to see the
show, but for some reason, that particular day I saw it), but something Zukav said relates

to what I have been saying about the present moment and about living. He made the
point that “life is what you create it to be.” If you believe the world is a terrible place, if
you see a world that is angry or cynical or bitter, then your “little” world will be the
same. Our task as Christians and certainly our task as Providence women is to see the
world as redeemed and to offer the world hope and healing. Our task is to believe in
goodness and love and kindness, so that our “little” world is just that. I refer again to
Psalm 71: “You can still recount to a new generation God’s power and strength. You
can sing out with joy ... you can trumpet God’s goodness.”
Sisters, you have to believe that there is something more than the daily grind,
something bigger and more profound than your routines of medication and doctor’s
visits, or your problems with arthritis or the hassles about food service.

You, and all of

us, have to dare to believe that each moment is somehow revelatory of God.

We have to

dare to believe that beauty and love are as much a part of life as chaos and pain. We have
to become like Elizabeth in the gospel ... willing to let the Spirit of God sneak up on us
unexpectedly and bring that “leap of joy” into our lives (Susan Eaton). We have to let
ourselves experience the sheer joy of being surprised by something meaningful.
The last thing I would like to share with you this morning is something I received
recently from Il Ritiro retreat house in St. Louis. A Christmas card had been sent to
Father Nathan, the director, and it had a little reading called “Symptoms of Inner Peace.”
It relates to the sacrament of the present moment, and to creating life as we want it to be:
What are the symptoms of inner peace?
A tendency to think and act spontaneously rather than on
fears based on past experience.
An unmistakable ability to enjoy each moment.
A loss of interest in judging other people and interpreting their actions.
A loss of interest in conflict.
A loss of ability to worry.
Frequent, overwhelming episodes of appreciation.
Feelings of connectedness with others and nature.
Frequent attacks of smiling.
An increasing tendency to let things happen, rather than make things happen.
An increased susceptibility to the love extended by others,
And an uncontrollable urge to extend it.

My prayer for you is that God graces you with that kind of inner peace.

FRIDAY AFTERNOON CONFERENCE
MARCH 31, 2000
WHAT ABOUT

LIVING?

As the retreat winds to a close this afternoon, I want to focus on Mary, the Mother
of Jesus, as a model for our own living of the present moment.

As Sisters of Providence,

we can trace our devotion to Mary back to our very roots, back to Blessed Mother
Theodore, whose references to Mary are frequent in her writings. As she prayed in the
chapel that October 22 evening in 1840 she noted that the six foundresses placed
themselves under the protection of the Blessed Virgin Mary.
I am sure that sometimes your living is filled with a lot of fear — fear of what the
future may yet hold for you in terms of illness or diminishment. Mother Theodore
counsels: “Oh! The daughters of Providence must fear nothing as to their future. They
must confide themselves entirely to their good Mother, the Blessed Virgin Mary.” And
she asks the question: “Who has ever perished that entrusted herself to Mary? Take her as
your model on the way.” She asks again: “Is it not admirable to see how the Blessed
Mother loves us? It is to her that we owe everything, for she is the channel through
which come all the graces that God showers on us so profoundly.” In the midst of her
own suffering, Mother Theodore prayed: “O my Mother, obtain for me the grace to profit
by my state of suffering, and to draw from it all the benefit that your divine Son expects
from it for His glory and for the good of your little Community of the Woods.”
“Take her as your model on the way...” The image of the woman in the prayer
space suggests Mary in a pose of receptivity — receptivity to life and to living. Let us
spend some time then reflecting on the life of Mary. I came across a wonderful chapter
in a little book by “another” Sister of Providence, Maria Reilly, entitled “Mary, Post-

Resurrection Woman: Patroness of the Elderly.” She makes the point that Mary is a
“qualified patroness” because she is one who has experienced all of human life and who,
through God’s grace, has matured into the kind of person we can emulate and admire.
Just think for a moment of all that Mary experienced. She was bewildered that she
was chosen to be the Mother of Jesus, yet put her life into God’s hands with her “Fiat.”
She was an unwed mother and suffered the ridicule and gossip of neighbors; she had to
give birth to her baby in someone else’s shelter and had to flee for her life to a foreign
land. She knew the pain of having a child lost. “She was probably widowed at a young
age, because Jesus stayed at home until he was 30, as the Jewish law mandated for a son

with a widowed mother. Mary undoubtedly followed her son in his public life, if not
literally all the time, at least she would have been informed of how things were going and
eventually, she would hear that the chief priests were beginning to harass him and to plot
his death. She was there for his journey to Calvary and was there to see him nailed to the
cross. Mary heard his cries and witnessed the horror of his death. She had to bury her
son, and knew the grief of a parent when confronted with such ill-timed death. Her
suffering was intense. “The gospel shows us that Mary’s life was a medley of the joyful

and the sorrowful, the divine and the human, the ordinary and the baffling. No plea of
ours will be unfamiliar to her” (94). No experience of ours will be unfamiliar to her.
Maria Reilly speaks of Mary as amazed and consoled by Jesus’ resurrection and
puzzled anew at the mystery of her life now that she had become Mother of all the
disciples. After Jesus’ ascension, Mary is found with the others in the upper room.
Without doubt, she was a support to those who were beginning to follow the way Jesus
had taught his followers. She maintains, “This post-resurrection Mary should be thought
of as the patroness of the elderly.” I've never really thought about Mary as growing old.
And yet, it is a wonderful thing to think about! I can easily see her with the disciples,
urging them on, reminding them of what her Son had taught them, being right there with
them as they began to teach about the kingdom. It’s a wonderful image, isn’t it?
Think of Mary in her later years, mellowed
what was mystery before, filled with loving mercy
is much like your own. Can you not look back on
and come to see God’s hand in it? You have lived
tempered and influenced by the “loving mercy you

in wisdom, understanding so much of
learned directly from Jesus. Her story
“so much of what was mystery before”
a long life, and has it not been
learned from Jesus”?

Think of Mary as totally attentive to those visiting her, perhaps to seek her advice
or comfort. See her giving herself peacefully and wholly to the task of each moment,
knowing that this is what is demanded of her. Begin to think of her as elderly ... as a
prototype of an ideal retired person.” Attentive to those visiting her ... giving advice and
comfort ... peaceful ... giving herself to the present moment. And know that you can
emulate her in all these ways.
Reilly calls Mary our Mother for all seasons. Released by her death from the
restrictions of time and place, Mary now can be present whenever and wherever she
wishes. Her spiritual presence is always available to us. She is more than aware of our
human condition, understanding it more clearly than we do. If we are to think of Mary as
aging, then we have to think of her as having the aches and pains that aging implies. In
her we have a patroness who can respond whenever we call on her.
We can relate to Mary in many ways, but perhaps Mary as Mother of Compassion
fits our world so often torn by injustice, violence, poverty, racism, anger, irreverence, and

even despair. We can open to this Mother of Compassion all the wounds of our society
— and our own wounds, as well. Intercessory prayer is your ministry now. Through
your prayers you can touch the heart of that world so in need of hope and healing. Your
prayers, your suffering, your living each moment reflecting joy and inner peace is the
powerhouse of this Congregation.
As we end these days of retreat, let us do so by praying together the Hail Mary
and placing our world’s needs, our beloved community and ourselves once again in the
hands of our Mother Mary and of our provident God. And as Mother Theodore told us —
know that we will be well supported.

(Before this talk I thanked all who had assisted me with the retreat. I also indicated the
gift that giving the retreat had been to me and how I had been confirmed, once again, in
my belief in the power of their presence and their prayer. I related that power to a quote
from Jane Marie Thibault: “Is it possible that the fate of our world could depend on the
prayer of our elders?” I indicated that I felt that the fate of the Congregation has many
times rested in their prayers and their presence to daily suffering. My final word was to
invite them to the “Spring Fling,” coming out of retreat party, on Saturday at 2 p.m. in the
Karcher Hall Community Room.)

Living in the Questions
Retreat Evaluation

Please indicate on a scale of 1 to S (1 being least helpful and 5 being most
helpful) your evaluation of the components of the retreat. Please circle
the number.

1. Information given to you prior to the retreat (notes; the prayer and
schedule card; introduction on Sunday afternoon).
1

2

3

4

3

4

. The Retreat Reflection Booklet

1

2

S

. The environment/prayer space coming on the screen when you
turned on your TV set.

1

2

3

+

S

. The topics of the retreat conferences addressing your needs at this
time.

1

2

3

. The nature videos shown during meal times.
1

2

3

5

. Visit with Sister Ann.
1

Not applicable
2

3

+

. Being able to hear and view the retreat over Channel 7.
1

2

3

i

5

8. Having a retreat just for residents of Lourdes and Karcher halls.
1

2

3

+

5

If you have energy to include additional comments about the retreat,
they would be most welcome!

Thank you, Sister! It was my privilege and a gift to me personally to be
with you during this retreat time.
Sister Ann Casper

Please place your completed evaluation in the “Gift Bag” on
your floor before noon, Monday, April 3.

